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Introduction
This fall, Laura Schumacher—who is fulfilling an internship project through the office of ServantLeadership—designed a marketing brochure for the office of Servant-Leadership at Milwaukee School of
Engineering (MSOE). Laura represented Servant-Leadership at several of the recruiting events we host
on campus; she realized we needed to have a brochure, the type of a handout we can give to people
when they ask what Servant-Leadership is and how we practice it at our institution.
I love the cover page of the brochure, because it represents what’s taken place this last year: a series of
interconnecting initiatives that have our students at the center of a servant-driven paradigm. The
brochure has photos of students working in Guatemala to build a bridge for the village of Cuarto Centro
de Estanzuela , students building a dock for the Blue Lotus Farm and Retreat Center, students building a
school in Ribe, Kenya, students volunteering at a Bike-and-Build clinic we hosted on campus.… In short,
the brochure’s message is this: our students like to work, and as they work, they are learning how to
lead.
It’s my hope that this brochure also captures the spirit of this year’s report to the Suzanne and Richard
Pieper Family Foundation.

Figure 1: The cover of this year's brochure.
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1. Outcomes Baseline Data
The Preceding Research Method
The first MSOE Chair for Servant-Leadership, Dr. Samuel Scheibler, leveraged a variety of tools to gather
quantitative data to track the implementation of Servant-Leadership at MSOE:
- the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) at UCLA
- the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP)
- The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)
For a detailed list of the survey’s questions, please reference the 2006 Pieper Family Foundation Chair
for Servant Leadership yearly report.1
Most of these tools are still implemented at MSOE. Though they capture data that tracks a wide variety
of topics, the tools are not specifically designed to track the implementation of Servant-Leadership
specifically. Also, they are implemented in a yearly rotation—one following the other. Hence, any given
tool only captures its specific data set once every three years.
The data gathered through these tools were analyzed using the Mayers/Scheibler Model of Conceptual
Binaries in Static Demographics. After examination of this analysis tool, I determined that the tool is
unclear to someone who has not used it before; hence, it is not an effective tool for analyzing data since
the tool cannot be easily replicated.
A New Research Method
In order to better gauge the year-to-year implementation of Servant-Leadership, the Chair worked with
Matt Stachelski, a Senior Technical Communication Major, to track our 2010 performance. Rather than
only implementing a survey, we opted to design an ethnographic research project, one that would
enable us to triangulate survey data with interview data and field observations. Ethnography “…literally
means 'a portrait of a people.' An ethnography is a written description of a particular culture – the
customs, beliefs, and behavior - based on information collected through fieldwork."2 This
anthropological approach does an effective job of capturing the cultural change taking place in the
MSOE community, to balance out the quantitative data with qualitative data, thus providing a larger
picture of what is taking place.
The research method was approved by the MSOE Institutional Review Board (IRB)3 and received exempt
status. It is necessary that all research involving human subjects receive IRB approval. In doing so, the
researcher and his/her institution are protected; more importantly, the subjects participating in the
research project are protected from harm.
The researcher is required to analyze the gathered data for the purpose of providing recommendations
and conclusions. This is important in that gathering data without the intent of analyzing it is unethical; it
is inappropriate to subject human-subjects to the research process if there is no infrastructure in place
to learn from the gathered data.

1

http://www.srpieperfamilyfoundation.com/PDF/2006AnnualReportMSOE.pdf
http://www-bcf.usc.edu/~genzuk/Ethnographic_Research.html
3
http://www.msoe.edu/academics/academic_departments/school_of_business/msem/thesis/irb.shtml
2
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Also, by documenting this ethnographic research process—and by pursuing IRB approval—it is now
possible for future Chairs of Servant-Leadership at MSOE to replicate the research process, thus
enabling the data collection to move longitudinally.
The Chair for Servant-Leadership intentionally selected a longitudinal ethnographic research paradigm;
we will capture the same set of data by employing the same method on a year-to-year basis. By
establishing this approach, we will be able to compare the yearly data-sets to each other. As a result,
every year, a student researcher will have the opportunity to not only make recommendations and
conclusions, but he/she will also be able to compare a given year’s data to previous years’ data—and
will thus provide alternative recommendations and conclusions based on the ever-growing compilation
of data.
It is my hope that this research method is be implemented continuously by students who successfully
complete a course in Research Methods (TC 261)4. Matt, who did a great job in TC 261, was able to use
this research experience for additional credit: he completed the 200 hour, 6 credit requirement of his
Technical Communication Internship, TC 4995, thus successfully demonstrating the culmination of his
Technical Communication skill-set. Hence, the process of gathering benchmark data for the Foundation
becomes a curricular-based Servant-Leadership initiative. More importantly, it becomes an experience
that enables students like Matt to 1) prepare themselves for the workplace while 2) becoming intimately
familiar with the implementation and tenants of Servant-Leadership.
A final rational for implementing a new research paradigm is the need to prevent self-reporting on the
part of the researcher. By enabling someone else to gather and analyze the data, it’s less likely that the
Chair of Servant-Leadership will skew the data analysis due to his/her close working relationship to the
program.

4
5

http://resources.msoe.edu/cdb/course.php?course=TC-261
http://resources.msoe.edu/cdb/course.php?course=TC-499
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2. Sound Acceptance of Servant-Leadership
MSOE strives for the tenants of Servant-Leadership: building community, listening, awareness,
stewardship, conceptualization and foresight, commitment to the growth of people, and empathy6.
These qualities are best illustrated by the work performed by the MSOE community during the 2010
calendar year.
The Mentor Program
The MSOE Mentor Program was established to help new students adjust to college. The program gives
new students a way to develop special bonds with MSOE faculty, staff and fellow students, enhancing
their first year at MSOE. New student mentees meet their mentor/peer mentor team and fellow
mentees during new-student orientation, when the Mentor Program hosts a reception to welcome new
students and their parents to campus.7
The program has been steadily growing over the years—both in the quality and quantity of its
participants. The following figures outline its steady growth for the last decade:
Academic Year
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11

New Student
Enrollment
530
545
560
578
522
579
550
681
693
730
656
613

# of Mentees

# of Peer Mentors

# Mentors

202
105
98
129
89
150
146
186
204
201
248
275

59
49
57
48
42
41
52
55
71
81
85
90

26
23
24
22
23
26
27
29
34
39
40
40

What this table tells us, in part, is that the number of mentees and peer mentors have been steadily
growing over the last couple of year—in proportion to the increase in new student enrollment.
It’s important that this program continue to grow, as it enables older students to help new students
adapt to the culture of a new academic environment.
Great Lakes Restoration Project
Our alliances with Wisconsin Campus Compact and the Southeastern Wisconsin Service Learning
Consortium provided the opportunity to receive a grant for the Great Lakes Restoration Project
(http://www.great-lakes.net/infocenter/restoration.html). In short, this initiative enables communities
surrounding the Great Lakes to gather research opportunities to better understanding how to best
restore our local lake systems. Pamela Proulx-Curry, the Director of Campus Compact, invited Dr.

6
7

http://www.viterbo.edu/uploadedFiles/academics/msl/PracticingServantLeadershipbyLarrySpears.pdf
http://www.msoe.edu/life_at_msoe/current_student_resources/academic_resources/mentor/
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Michael Carriere, a faculty member in the General Studies Department, to lead this initiative for the
Milwaukee portion of the project.
Mike’s done a great job leveraging this resource. He formed a taskforce made up of students who were
taking his course in Urban Restoration (SS 4595); out of that taskforce, he designated a leader, and then
enabled a partnership with students at the School of Urban Planning and Architecture (SUPAR), a
Milwaukee public high school. He has also included our student work in a number of other eco-based
initiatives: Growing Power, The Community Food Center… the list is extensive, but the main message is
clear: enabling MSOE students to learn about how to save our ecosystem while taking courses at MSOE.
Presentation to the MSOE Corporate Board
The Development Office gave me the opportunity to present to the MSOE Corporate Board. The
presentation focused on what Servant-Leadership is and how the office of Servant-Leadership enables
students to exercise the tenants of Servant-Leadership. I emphasized the Blue Lotus Farm and Retreat
Center initiative since it has just happened and well-illustrated how one of our students served and led
other students.

Figure 2: Dr. Howell presents to the MSOE Corporate Board members.

Providing A Case for Servant-Leadership to MSOE faculty/staff
One of the recommendations that came out of our 2010 baseline data (the ethnographic study) was to
better distinguish what Servant-Leadership is in the collective minds of the MSOE community. In order
to effectively do this, the office of Servant-Leadership provided a copy of Kent Keith’s A Case for
Servant-Leadership to everyone who participated in the 2010 faculty in-service. It is my hope that the
faculty will better understand what Servant-Leadership is, and how it is exercised, by reading and
processing this text.
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Figure 3: Kent Keith's book--now in the hands of MSOE's faculty and staff.

2010 Faculty In-Service Presentation
I presented to the MSOE faculty at the fall Faculty In-Service. The presentation focused on the findings,
recommendations and conclusions that came out of Matt Stachelski’s ethnographic research project—
the baseline data we established for 2010.
Laura Schumacher’s Concordia University Graduate Internship
Laura Schumacher is an MSOE employee working out of Enrollment Management. As part of her
Master’s Degree program at Concordia University, she needs to fulfill a 100 hour internship. After
meeting with me and learning about Servant-Leadership, she decided to focus her internship on two
initiatives:
-

Creating marketing materials for Enrollment Management, so they can be better prepared to
talk about Servant-Leadership when recruiting potential students
Taking the lead on our “Feed My Starving Children” initiative

Laura has also helped out by “manning” the booth at the fall student activities fair and by co-presenting
with me to the Resident Assistants at their fall training.
Faculty Training: How Service-Learning Can be Effective in the Humanities
On March 17th, 2010, the General Studies Department and Wisconsin Campus Compact sponsored a
service learning webinar: The Arts of Engagement: How Service-Learning Can be Effective in the
Humanities. The following is a description of the webinar:
Webinar featuring Dr. Elisabeth Gruner—University of Richmond offered through Kansas Campus
Compact. Service-learning is often talked about in ways that recall the use of the hands and in
support of disciplines that have clear lines to an applied world. But what of those pursuits that
speak to education of the mind and the spirit, particularly those of the arts and humanities. How do
educators embrace service-learning effectively as a tool in these fields? Can we make engaged
learning work in the arts? If so, what are the tools we might use and what pitfalls should we be
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cognizant of? Learn from Dr. Gruner’s experience bringing one course to fruition and how to make
it stick both with students and with the institution8.
Faculty Training: Service-Learning Course Design: What Faculty Need to Know
On April 14, 2010, the General Studies Department and Wisconsin Campus Compact sponsored a service
learning webinar: Service-Learning Course Design: What Faculty Need to Know. The following is a
description of the webinar:
Webinar featuring Barbara Jacoby—this web seminar is for faculty members in all disciplines
who seek to invigorate teaching and learning through integrating course content with real-world
experience. Service-learning has tremendous potential to meet faculty goals for student learning
while making unique contributions to addressing critical community needs. Service-learning
enables students to deepen comprehension of course content, integrate theory with practice,
increase understanding of the complexity of social issues, and sharpen their abilities to solve
problems creatively and collaboratively9.
MSOE Alliance for Excellence in Teaching, Advising, and Learning Presentation: Giving
Advice on Advising
On April 30, 2010, I moderated a presentation with Professor Kristin Shebesta, in part because I’m
stepping down as Chair of the Academic Advising Committee and am being replaced by Kristin. Here’s a
summary of the presentation:
Our students are looking for advice. They come to us with questions such as Which courses
should I take? and How often is that course offered? But they also approach us with larger
questions: What should I be doing other than getting an education if I want a good job? Is this
the right career track for me? Whether you are an “academic advisor” or not, you can help
students answer these questions. This session explores the nature of advising at MSOE and how
advising plays a role in student development.
Dance Team
Micaela Morin, an MSOE alumni and former TC major, is now the captain of the MSOE Dance Team.
They hosted a middle & high school dance competition at the MSOE Kern Center in early November.
They needed volunteers for the event; Servant-Leadership assisted by recruiting people to help them
out. The event, titled "MSOE Cupboard Raider Dance Classic," was a big success, one that enabled
inner-city kids to spend some time on our campus, dance around, and enjoy the fellowship of our
college students.
Exercise for a Purpose
Several years ago, Ashley Kimball (who has since graduated with a degree in Business) led an initiative to
get MSOE students to participate in local athletic events that raise awareness and funds for worthy
causes. Sarah Meyers, a Resident Assistant in the dorms, is rejuvenating this project. The first event she
focused on is the AIDS Walk (http://www.aidswalkwis.org). Our goal was to get as many MSOE students
to participate in this local 3-mile walk as is possible. After that, we targeted Al’s Run
(http://www.alsrun.com). Servant-Leadership helps by providing the entry fee for any student who can’t
afford to do so. We’ll also help with the logistics (transportation, etc.).

8
9

www.k-state.edu/kscc/programs/webinars/index.html
http://www.magnapubs.com/calendar/411.html
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Figure 4: Students gather for a photo after participating in Al's Run.

Help Milwaukee Vote!
We worked with Alverno College to train MSOE students who wanted to help people participate in the
elections. The students who participated received the necessary training and then assisted as poll
workers for either the entire day or half the day. It was a good event in that it enabled MSOE students to
work with Alverno students for a common cause: to help get out the vote.
Feed My Starving Children
The office of Servant-Leadership is teamed up with Feed my Starving Children, MSOE Housing,
Concordia University, and Palermo’s Pizza to organize an event that helped meet the needs of hungry
kids. 118 MSOE students packed food that was then shipped to starving children in developing nations.
The event took place on Friday, September 24 at
Concordia University.
Laura Schumacher lead the event; we worked with
the Resident Assistants to generate a competition in
Housing to see which floor could the most students
to participate. Basically, Servant-Leadership provided
a $500.00 prize for the floor that got the most
people to go to this event, and the funds will help
that floor generate a subsequent Servant-Leadership
initiative. Second place received $250.00, and third
place received $100.00. We thus generated 4
Servant-Leadership initiatives out of this one event.
Figure 5: Students riding the bus to Concordia.

Campus Volunteer Services (CVS)
CVS has been enacting service opportunities all year. Mustafa Mohammad, the organization’s President,
meets with me on a regular basis so we can work out the details of CVS events.
One ongoing and sustainable initiative we team up on is a series of donation events for Healthcare for
the Homeless. This year, we’ve had numerous groups donate clothes, blankets, and toiletries for the
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homeless; CVS has been sponsoring donation boxes across campus. We take all these materials and
organize them and then transport them to the Healthcare for the Homeless home-office.
Women’s Connections
Women’s Connections is an organization that helps generate a healthy community among the female
students on campus. One of their weekly events is a Friday afternoon crochet and knitting activity. Last
spring, the group made dozens of stuffed animals for kids in Ribe, Kenya—as per the trip we took in
February/March through Project-Kenya. I took personal satisfaction from this initiative because my 15
year old daughter, Kait, came up with the idea and helped lead it to fruition.

Figure 6: Jay Konkol sews a stuffed animal for a kid in
Kenya.

Figure 7: A month later, children in Ribe receive the "stuffies".

The students in Women’s Connections were very enthusiastic when they saw the photos of the kids in
Ribe playing with the “stuffies.”
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Joe Bosas, the student who was involved in the “Tech-4-Littles” program last year, continued to lead our
BBBS initiative. He worked with Dr. Michael Payne from the Rader School of Business and Kelly Mills
from BBBS to map out this year’s program: providing events on campus for Bigs and Littles from the
community. Here’s a list illustrating the various events that took place on campus:
- Week 1: January 11-15: Met at Rosenberg hall. Had a discussion and overview of 4 majors:
General, Nursing, Engineering and Business. Created or provided a course catalog and had
matches pick a major and map out the Little’s schedule for the semester.
- Week 2: January 25-29: Had matches walk through the Little’s schedule by going to each
building the class is held in. Created some clues for them to see other parts of the campus as
well, such as “a place you could go to work out” (visit the Kern Center). We would have matches
meet at the dorms and take a 20-30 minute tour of a dorm room, the cafeteria, study room, and
recreation room.
- Week 3: February 8-12: Matches experienced a “real” college class with discussion. Michael ran
this and focused either on advertising or market research. There was a quiz at the end to have
Little’s experience what an actual lecture is like in college.
Howell 15 | P a g e

-

-

-

Week 4: February 22-26: Learned about computer programming and allowed matches to create
a video game. Joe ran this initiative. Many of our Littles said they want to create video games
when they grow up but many don’t realize it takes schooling to learn the computer
programming aspect. They learned the basics of what it takes to create a game and be able to
actually put their own stamp on a game they can play with their Big.
Week 5: March 8-12: Tour the Grohmann Museum. We made a worksheet that the Littles filled
out while they toured the museum with their Big; they had to complete a short oral
presentation about something they saw in the museum.
Week 6: March 22-26: Graduation ceremony and party.

Figure 8: Professor Michael Payne plays ping-pong with the "littles.”

Olympic Mentors
Mark Jeter, an MSEM alumni, is connected to the Olympic Speed-Skating community. Kassey Hoffman is
a nursing major who helps coordinate the Student Athletic Advisory Committee (SAAC). Kassey worked
with Mark to recruit Olympic athletes who then came to MSOE to have a lunch and talk about how
mentors have played a role in their development as world-class athletes. This included two silver
medalists from the 2010 Winter Olympics:
- speed skater Brian Hansen
- women’s hockey player Jinelle Zaugg-Siergiej
The event took place May 6 from 12:00 to 2:00 in the Campus Center. The office of Servant-Leadership
provided lunch and also invited the Girls on the Run community to participate.
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Figure 9: An Olympic athlete mentors MSOE students.

MACC Fund Playhouse Project
Professor DeAnna Leitzke led a group of Architectural Engineering and Construction Management
students to complete a playhouse for the MACC Fund during finals week of the fall term. More than a
dozen students worked together over a three-day period to construct this wonderful playhouse. The
playhouse will be raffled off at Candy Cane Lane in West Allis this holiday season. It is expected to
generate over $5,000 in donations to the MACC Fund. Details about the event are available at
http://www.maccfund.org/News/EventNewsListing/253/.

Figure 10: Students stand beside the playhouse they built over finals week.
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Sam’s Hope
This Autumn, I worked with the Student Athletic Advisory Committee (SAAC) to conduct a 5 day
Scholastics Bookfair to raise funds for Sam’s Hope. Sam’s Hope is a local non-profit organization that
helps get books into the hands of inner-city kids, as a way of breaking the cycle of illiteracy in targeted
impoverished communities.
Two students, Kassandra Hoffman and Chris Reininger (both are varsity volleyball players), led this
initiative. Together, we recruited student athletes to participate in the event, coordinated the delivery
of the book-drive materials from Scholastic Books, scheduled who would volunteer when, reserved
spaces on campus (in both the CC Building and the Kern Center) to hold the event, etc. I should note
that Kassey worked it out so the Friday night hockey game turned into a big literacy initiative: anyone
who purchased a book before the game was able to enter the game for free.
By the end of the fair, we sold $1,300.00 in books, which meant we could donate $600.00 worth of
books to Sam’s Hope. Kassey and Chris had a lot of fun going out to the Scholastics Warehouse and
selecting the books for Sam’s Hope. And, the good news is that Kassey and Chris are both coming back
next year and want to coordinate the event in 2011.

Figure 11: Students checking out the Scholastics books.

Figure 12: Kassey purchases books for Sam's Hope.

Girls on the Run
I agreed to serve as a Board Member for Girls on the Run. We’ve done and are doing a number of
initiatives for this non-profit:
- Monthly board meetings in the Grohmann Museum
- Training the coaches in the Kern Center on January 29, 2010 (happens twice yearly)
- Raising $700.00 in funds at a Sushi Party get-together that took place at my house
- Working with SAAC to see if we can recruit students to serve as running-buddies
We also solicited the participation of a member of the MSOE alumni, David Beasley, to revamp the
Milwaukee chapter’s website (http://gotr-milwaukee.org/). Here’s a screen-shot of the final product:
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Figure 13: The GoTR website.

Figure 14: The GoTR brochure.

We also had a group of students in TC 381, Marketing Communication, create marketing collateral for
the Milwaukee chapter (an integrated marketing campaign that consisted of a brochure, mailer, radio
advertisement, television commercial, and web-based advertisement).
Project Kenya
As the faculty representative, I accompanied 3 students, along with a librarian and two carpenters, to
help do electric wiring and door/window framing on a school in Ribe, Kenya. We also worked to:
-

enable MSOE students, faculty and staff to make stuffed animals for the children in Ribe through
the sewing events that take place on a weekly basis through Women’s Connections;
- collect carpentry resources through McCoulter Eaton’s family contributions;
- organize the books at the school into a library—thus enabling the students to take books home
with them at the end of the school day.
- deliver 15 computers, mice, and keyboards—computers that were refurbished by the following
students:
o Jeff Hanson, Computer & Electrical Engineering Double Major
o Jordan Heck, Computer Engineering
o Eric Marsh, Software Engineering
o Ryan Wyss, Bio-Medical Engineering
The implementation of computers is now an ongoing initiative. As Jeff Hanson wrote on his website:
This computer lab will have a huge impact. As it is the first in the Migori School District, many
people in the community have never used a computer. However, computer experience is needed
if going on to a university or for many jobs. With all of the software being used, we are bringing
more than computers to the community, we are bringing calculators, maps, and other tools they
did not previously have access to.10
10

http://www.projectcc.org/projects/project-kenya
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Figure 15: One of the computer labs installed in Kenya by our students.

It should also be noted that the Development Office on campus, with the assistance of Jonathan
Kowalski, procured a donated generator from Generac (http://www.generac.com/). This generator is
now providing the necessary energy for an entire school to stay active, regardless of the availability of
the local power-grid.

Figure 16: Kenyan students showing off their new Generac generator.

We had a second group of students go to Kenya in July. On this trip, we implemented a computer lab—
computers that were procured and reformatted by Jeff Hanson, a Software Communication major. We
also offered teacher resources and classroom assistance to Nyamome Primary School, specifically
through the participation of Abby Goelzer, the ESL Coordinator who works in the MSOE Learning
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Resource Center. We also held a Special Olympics for the students of Kuja Deaf School in nearby Rongo,
Kenya.

Figure 17: The students along with the teachers in front of the school we worked on.

Figure 18: Jay Konkol works with a local carpenter on the railing.

One additional benefit that came from our alliance with Project-Kenya was the purchase of 115 handbags that were hand-made by The Ongata Rongai Women Works of Charity located in the Kware Slums
of Nairobi, Kenya. The Ongata Rongai Women Works of Charity came to fruition when the women who
live in this community came together to help the children who live in this slum. The slum is mostly made
up of single mothers or orphan families. Many grandparents care for their grandchildren due to the
parents dying from HIV/AIDS. The Women Works of Charity provides grandparent support groups,
preschool classes, as well as HIV and sexual education counseling. They also make hand-bags,
We purchased the 115 hand-bags for the purpose of distributing them at the 2010 Service Leaders
Conference that we orchestrated with Marquette University. Each conference participant received a
hand-bags; inside the basket was a flyer explaining where the baskets came from and how their
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participation in the conference helped support The Ongata Rongai Women Works of Charity. I was able
to serve as the closing speaker for the conference; my presentation included 4 of the students who
traveled to Kenya this last year. Each student was able to talk about how his time in Kenya impacted him
as a student and as a person. I was then able to give closure to the presentation, and the conference, by
emphasizing how this overseas initiative took a great deal of commitment by the students who
participated in it—and with great commitment comes great benefit.
St. Joan Antida
Dr. Patrick Jung’s daughter, Kaitie, attends St. Joan Antida High School (http://saintjoanantida.org). They
asked him act as a point-person to coordinate an initiative to bring MSOE students to St. Joan Antida to
help tutor and mentor their students. St. Joan’s is a Project Lead the Way school, and they would like to
see their freshman class prepare for the Project Lead the Way experience. Dr. Jung secured a $63,165.00
Baccalaureate Expansion Grant to help finance this initiative—enabling the MSOE students to tutor and
receive income simultaneously.
2nd Annual Health Fair
The Nursing Department helped out at the St. Joan Antida Annual Health Fair. I don’t have many details
as to the success of the event; it was just nice that Nursing contacted Servant-Leadership to coordinate
this activity.

Figure 19: A nursing student shows a high-school student how to check blood pressure.

YMCA events
Last spring, the YMCA of Downtown Milwaukee transported 15 high-school students from South Division
High School (http://www2.milwaukee.k12.wi.us/south) to MSOE. MSOE students, staff, and faculty
mentored and tutored the high school students for an hour and a half every Tuesday afternoon.
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Figure 20: Students tutoring students.

On Thursdays, we worked with the YMCA to bring middle-school students from Golda Meir Middle
School to our campus. We had 7 members of the admissions staff that wanted to participate, and Dr.
Mike Carriere participated as well.
We continue to work with the YMCA and South Division High School on Tuesday afternoons. This is
turning out to be one of our best sustainable initiatives.
It’s also worth noting that Joe Meloy, the MSOE Golf Coach and Director of Counseling Services, served
as a tutor last spring and now acts as a Mentor for one of the high school students—Benito. By serving
as a mentor, Joe has the opportunity to meet with Benito outside of the scheduled Tuesday gatherings
at MSOE; it’s Joe’s ability to take his role as a YMCA mentor to the next level.
Our Next Generation
We stepped it up a notch this year with our alliance with Our Next Generation (www.ongkids.org). The
list is extensive—here are a few of the key initiatives:
-

-

Dr. Alicia Domack is working with her TC 261, Research Methods, students to conduct a
qualitative research project at ONG. The research focuses on the grade-school students who
participate in their after-school program. ONG wants to find out how these students define
“success”. The assumption is that academics are not part of their definition of “success” since
the high school the students will eventually attend only has a 42% graduation rate. So, this
research initiative will help ONG find out what success means in the eyes of their student
demographic.
We are working with ONG so our MSOE students can work with ONG middle-school students to
create art in the spirit of the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King. MSOE students will go to ONG to
talk with the middle-school students about Dr. King and help them determine what they would
want to paint in his memory. They will then assist the students, one-on-one, as each student
paints in acrylics on canvas. On Martin Luther King Day 2011, the Grohmann Museum will host
an art exhibit to showcase the work generated by the middle-school students.
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-

-

-

-

-

Over Thanksgiving, the MSOE men’s and women’s basketball teams went to ONG to help
volunteer at their Thanksgiving Day Holiday Party. They helped prepare and serve food at the
event for those in the community who had nowhere else to go.
Jeff Hanson, a Computer Engineering and Electrical Engineering double-major, set up his own
non-profit organization: Project Community Computers (http://www.projectcc.org/). Jeff is
working with ONG to install a computer lab at their facility—computers that Jeff and his peers
have refurbished. Jeff also worked with a group of IE 340 (Project Management) students who
helped design the computer lab that Jeff and his friends will fill with computers—all for the
benefit of the ONG after-school program.
As has happened in previous years, Campus Volunteer Services (CVS) continued to recruit
students for the ONG after-school program that takes place at Westside Academy—a charter
school located across the street from ONG.
Gina Moran, a faculty and staff member in the Learning Resource Center, went to ONG on
Fridays to tutor a middle-school student who could not participate in the ONG after-school
program.
We also had a Business Communication class (EN432), taught by Dr. Nadya Shalamova, do a
class project for ONG. In short, they created marketing collateral that ONG now leverages to
help people in the greater Milwaukee area better understand what ONG is up to.

Habitat for Humanity and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Servant-Leadership provided a travel grant for Michael R. Norris and Al Creign (both are MSOE students)
so they could participate in the Habitat for Humanity project organized through the MSOE chapter of
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. The trip took place February 27th-March 6th, 2010; they restored
homes in Jonestown, Mississippi.
Blue Lotus Project
Alison Bernero, an Architectural Engineering major, organized a group of AECM majors (as well as other
students across campus) to build a dock at Blue Lotus Farms—an organization that provides a summercamp experience for kids with mental and physical handicaps. The dock enables kids in wheelchairs to
roll up to the edge of the lake and fish.
The group of MSOE students built cost estimates, found affordable materials, designed the dock and
walkways, etc. Ali worked with faculty so they could integrate the project into coursework; specifically,
Professor DeAnna Leitzke took her Surveying class up to Blue Lotus on several occasions so they could
survey the area where the dock was built. On the weekends of May 7 and 8, and May 14 and 15, over 80
AE/CM students built the deck. Servant-Leadership funded a large portion of the project. It’s a superb
example of a student taking the lead to make a difference in the community.
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Figure 21: Image of preliminary design of the dock.

Figure 22: Ali leading fellow students in the build.

Figure 23: The final product.

Direct Supply
Wade Krogwold, the Campus & Community Recruiting Manager for Direct Supply, asked that I find
speakers to present at their Professional Development Day—which took place at MSOE on Saturday,
May 1. The training was for interested MSOE students and emphasized:
- Critical thinking and problem solving
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- Communication
- Leadership
- Working in teams
- Effective relationship building
- Diversity
- Globalization
To help facilitate the training, I asked Jeff Blessing (faculty in the Rader School of Business) to present
the introduction. I also asked Ryan Barnett (MSOE student in Software Engineering, intern at Direct
Supply, and participant in our Project-Kenya endeavors) to lead a discussion on his experiences as both a
student and an intern—in preparation for entering the workplace; Ryan also discussed his experiences in
Servant-Leadership and how they have informed his career aspirations.
Join Hands Day
Rebecca R. Ruechel, a freshman BioMedical major, decided to take on the role of Servant-Leader for this
event. On May 1, MSOE students joined others in the community at the Milwaukee Fire and Police
Academy to spend time with kids who spend a great deal of time at Children’s Hospital. In doing so, the
parents of the disabled kids received a much needed afternoon off.
Next year, we hope to host one of the 2011 Join Hands Days at MSOE—in our Kern Center. Details are
forthcoming.
Locust St. Community Garden
Dr. Michael Carriere worked with Locust Street Community Garden, the city of Milwaukee, and students
taking his Sustainable City course (SS 4495) to build a community garden in the inner-city of Milwaukee.
The city government donated $1200.00 for this initiative.
MSOE Campus-wide Fundraising Initiative: Colleges Caring for Haiti
Servant-Leadership worked with Tim Valley, MSOE’s Vice President of Admissions, as well as with his
colleagues at Cardinal Stritch, to raise $1,004.66 for Catholic Relief Services. We did this in response to
the disaster that took place last Spring in Haiti.
Cardinal Stritch students, Alverno University students, and students at MSOE distributed empty
envelopes to everyone who attended special events—one event on each campus, all taking place on
Monday, Jan. 25. The envelopes were filled with small change, the money someone might otherwise
have spent on a bottle of water or cup of coffee. The money was collected in giant water bottles,
symbolizing the need for food and water in Haiti, and donated to Catholic Relief Services (CRS)
(http://www.crs.org/). CRS was chosen because it has had workers and support programs in Haiti long
before the earthquake; they were able to provide food, water, and clothing before much of the help
arrived from other sources. CRS is dedicated to helping only people outside the United States in
countries where the need is great. CRS helps people regardless of race, culture, or religion.
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Figure 24: The graphic created to help market this initiative.

World Food Program USA Fundraiser
Mustafa Mohammad, the student president of Campus Volunteer Services, conducted a fundraising
initiative to help fight world-wide hunger. The following information is from his website:
The United Nations World Food Program is the world’s largest humanitarian agency fighting
hunger worldwide. World Food Program USA is a U.S.-based, nonprofit, nonpartisan
organization that focuses on building support in the United States for the United Nations World
Food Program (WFP) and other hunger relief operations. Over the summer, I started an online
fundraising campaign on the World Food Program USA website. The goal of my fundraising
campaign is to raise $1,000 so that the WFP may use the money towards its greatest need. The
money that will be raised during the Friday Night Lights Program on Friday, September 17th and
then matched by the Matching Dollar Initiative will be donated to the campaign “Every Drop
Counts” on the WFPUSA website: https://usa.wfp.org/campaign/every-drop-counts-0
The office of Servant-Leadership helped Mustafa out by providing a matching-dollar initiative: for every
dollar Mustafa raised (up to $500.00), Servant-Leadership matched, thus helping him reach his fiscal
goal.

Figure 25: Mustafa's fundraising website.
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Layton Boulevard West Neighborhood
In 2008, we initiated a relationship with a local NPO, Layton Boulevard West Neighborhood
(http://www.lbwn.org/). LBWN strives to revitalize the Silver City, Burnham Park, and Layton Park
neighborhoods. Servant-Leadership mirrored a project we conducted two years ago—hanging solaroperated lights on homes and garages so the neighborhoods would have added security at night. Josh
Halvorson, the students who led the initiative in 2008, orchestrated it again this year. But this time, the
event was enhanced by including a barbeque at the end of the day’s work, a way of enabling our
students to commune with the people who own the homes that now have added security.
MS4801, Project Management
I worked with Emily Johnson and her group to implement project management theory in such a way that
we also raised funds for Girls on the Run—one of our community partners. By organizing the bake sale,
students were able to implement project management principles, provide tasty snacks to the campus
community, and raise awareness and much needed funds for the Girls on the Run initiative.
OR 3000, Applied Servant-Leadership
Students taking Applied Servant-Leadership conduct projects in small groups that enable them to
exercise the tenants of Servant-Leadership (listening, empathy, awareness, community development,
etc.). The projects are taking numerous forms:
-

-

11

One group created a LinkedIn website (http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2689387) so that
SE and CE majors can communicate with SE and CE alumni—as a way of engendering community
between these two connected communities. They convinced Dr. Eric Durant, the Program
Director for Computer Engineering, to manage the site, thus giving it sustainability.
One project that is worth noting is the “Team Fortress 2 Charity Tournament,” a computer
gaming event that the two groups coordinated. They created a networked computer game to
raise dollars and awareness for Child’s Play (http://www.childsplaycharity.org/), “…a community
based charity grown and nurtured from the gaming culture and industry. Over 5 million dollars
in donations of toys, games, books and cash for sick children in children’s hospitals across North
America and the world have been collected since our inception.”11 This charity was a good
choice, given that the students taking OR3000 are Software and Computer Engineers. The event
raised $154.05 for this good cause.

http://www.childsplaycharity.org/
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Figure 26: 27 students and 1 faculty member participate in the Team Fortress 2 Charity Tournament.

MS 3411, Leading Project Teams
The one project that Servant-Leadership enabled in Mindy Davies’ course on Leading Project Teams (MS
3411) was driven by McCoulter Eaton. Servant-Leadership provided $140.00 toward the project. Near
the end of the term, McCoulter’s team planned, financed, coordinated, and attended a field trip for 15
children from Penfield Children’s Center to go to the Children’s Health Education Center, both located in
Milwaukee. The Children’s Health Education Center runs field trips for young children (K4- 1st grade)
with the purpose of educating them on hygiene and safety topics. The trip was conducted on 2/19/2010
from 10:00 am to 12:00 pm; lunch was provided for all in attendance.
SS 4595: The Sustainable City
Dr. Michael Carriere worked with a number of community partners that participated in his spring course
on the sustainable city—organizations that help transform Milwaukee:
- Community Warehouse: Community Warehouse is a non-profit, faith-based provider set up to
serve people in the Milwaukee community with affordable home and facility improvement
materials.12
- Safe and Sound: Safe & Sound, Inc., a non-profit organization committed to the mission of
reducing violent crime in communities and among youth by blending law enforcement,
neighborhood organizing and youth development. Safe & Sound’s vision: “Making Milwaukee
neighborhoods safe places to work, live and raise families.”13
The students in the class benefited from working with these NPOs. It’s my opinion that the staff at
Community Warehouse and Safe and Sounds exercise Servant-Leadership as they help meet the needs
of those who have explicit need here in Milwaukee. Enabling our students to participate in their
initiatives not only makes for a more sustainable city, but it makes for a more sustainable student-body
at MSOE.

12
13

http://www.thecommunitywarehouse.org/
http://www.safesound.org/about-us/strategy/
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SS 461, Organizational Psychology
In October, Kevin Minnickel, an Electrical Engineering major, wrote a term paper for Dr. David Kent titled
“Reconstructing Leadership through Service.” Kevin wanted to write the paper because he heard me
present in his OR100 class—a presentation that was followed up with several conversations, as well as
the gift of Kent Keith’s A Case for Servant Leadership. After reading the book, Kevin wrote the report for
his final paper in SS 461. Here’s an excerpt:
A great leader never controls, but coaches those around them. A servant-leader realizes that no
one can control anyone else, that they must inspire their co-workers to move with them.
Mentors must also unleash the energy and intelligence of others. A company functions
outstandingly when all its workers are allowed to reach their full potential. The best way to do
this is to trust in your employees, and help guide them where they want to go, similar to the
Goal-Setting Theory. The final practice is foresight; a leader must be able to look to the future
before making decisions, and judge how their actions could affect the community. Greenleaf
explained the importance of foresight well “Foresight is the ‘lead’ that the leader has. Once
leaders lose this lead and events start to force their hand they are leaders in name only. They are
not leading, but are reacting to immediate events…” (Keith 52). How could someone be
considered a leader if their actions are limited by the decisions of others? The author effectively
explains how maintaining these Key Principles of Servant Leaders could make all the difference in
your ability to be a servant-leader.
SS 472, Social Problems, Winter and Spring 2010
Dr. Alicia Domack divided her Social Problems class into small groups; each group planned and
implemented a project that enabled them to exercise a response to a targeted social problem. The
groups had a variety of initiatives; Servant Leadership provided a $200.00 grant to each group’s project,
based on its need and articulated implementation.
Winter 2009-2010
During the winter term:











Students worked with Repairers of the Breach, a non-profit organization which provides
assistance to the homeless population in Milwaukee, and the MSOE Nightingales to build a
secure room to house pharmaceuticals for the free clinic inside the Repairers of the Breach
building
Student created an hour long presentation during free hour to provide students at MSOE with
more information about German culture and heritage, as well as information about the MSOE
exchange program. Door prizes and authentic German food were provided.
Students mentored a FIRST robotics team
Student organized the building of stuffed animals which were taken to the children of Kenya
Students built a picnic table, which was placed in the athletic field on MSOE’s campus
Students invited children from Our Next Generation to attend an MSOE basketball game and
participate in a shoot around with the MSOE basketball players. Transportation and lunch were
provided.
Students started a tomato garden in the MSOE radio office, which when ripe, will be given to a
church soup kitchen
Students volunteered at the Milwaukee Center for Independence to provide individuals
guidance on resume writing and interview skills
Students volunteered their time at St. John’s at the Lake to provide companionship to elderly
individuals
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Students conducted a bake sale to raise money for the Ronald McDonald House. A projector
screen was purchased to provide the RMH with the ability to take their presentation materials
on the road.
Students ran a coat and sleeping bag drive for Healthcare for the Homeless.
Students created a meal delivery service for students at MSOE that were facing a crisis.

Spring 2010
During the spring term, students:







tutored at various sites, including MSOE and St. Joan Antida High School.
created a community garden with Safe and Sound (in conjunction with Dr. Carriere’s class) to
provide fresh produce for individuals without access to high quality produce in their
neighborhoods.
produced a version of the “Vagina Monologues” at the Milwaukee Gay Arts Center
built wooden puzzles for children in Kenya
worked with Milwaukee River Keepers to clean up the Milwaukee River
conducted a book drive for inmates in the local jails

At the end of each term, each class had the opportunity to showcase their work to the MSOE
community in the form of a poster-session. People from across campus were invited to come to Alicia’s
classes to see how students not only learned theory about Social Problems, but how they were able to
make a social difference as a result of what they learned in class.

Figure 27: Dr. Domack's students present at a poster-session to showcase the work they did and the social problem they
addressed.

EN 132, Technical Composition, Spring 2010
Samantha Herald is a freshman and a representative of her sorority on campus. She is preparing a report
on the feasibility of funding a philanthropic group of students to prepare home cooked meals for the
Milwaukee Chapter of the Ronald McDonald House. She hopes to conduct fundraisers for this cause and
to work with the office of Servant-Leadership to learn how to go about doing it.
In the fall of 2010, Sam and I met on a monthly basis to purchase food—so she and her sorority sisters
could prepare food and serve it to the guests staying at The Ronald McDonald House.
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3. Outcomes Measures
As was explained in section 1 of this report, the office of Servant-Leadership implemented an
ethnographic research paradigm to better track the outcomes measures for Servant-Leadership at
MSOE. This will enable us to connect the data gathered during the first 3 years of the Servant-Leadership
program with the data we started to gather in 2010. It’s unfortunate that there was a lapse of two years
in the data-gathering process; I can only blame this on my own lack of understanding regarding the
outcomes measures process.
Hopefully, the new research tools will provide data that will not only connect to the previous data, but
will also present information that better addresses the unique cultural affects of Servant-Leadership,
especially when it is applied to an institution of higher learning.
Tracking Benchmark Data
The data collected from 2005 through 2007 tracked two items:
- The percentage of students engaged in community service, as depicted by the red line, and
- The goals set for the percentage of students engaged in community service, as depicted by the
blue line

Figure 28: Initial Goals and Actual Percentages, taken from p. 23 of the 2007 yearly report.

In order to effectively build on the existing data set, we sent out a survey (approved by the Institutional
Review Board) to all MSOE students as part of this year’s ethnographic study. The survey asked them
numerous questions, but three of the questions were very specific:
1. Are you familiar with the concept of Servant-Leadership?
2. Have you participated in any Servant-Leadership activities during the 2009/10 academic school
year?
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3. Have you engaged in any additional or alternative volunteer opportunities during the 2009/10
academic school year?
We wanted to ask these questions because we (Matt Stachelski, the student researcher, and me) didn’t
want to just track community volunteerism; rather, we wanted to differentiate community volunteerism
from acts of Servant-Leadership.
The results of the three questions are telling:
1. 29% of the students surveyed are familiar with the concept of Servant-Leadership;
2. 27.2% of the students participated in Servant-Leadership-specific projects; and
3. 40.9% engaged in community volunteerism.
What this tells us is that not enough students know what Servant-Leadership is—though they seem to
have a good grasp on what community volunteerism is. It also tells us that less than a third of the
students on campus are acting on the initiatives generated by the office of Servant-Leadership. This
report certainly represents a great deal of Servant-Leadership taking place on campus; but this new
data, generated for the purpose of this study, tells us that we still have a long way to go if we want to
attract the majority of students on campus to our initiatives.
That said, I would like to generate a new graphic, one that tracks community volunteerism at MSOE
since 2005, but one that also tracks students participating in Servant-Leadership as of 2010:

Participation Percentages
Percentage of students engaged
in community service and
Servant-Leadership
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4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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2005/06

2006/07

2007

2010

Community Service

1.2

2.8

3.8

4.6

4

Servant-Leadership

0

0

0

0

2.7

[I should note that goals are not tracked in this graphic because no goals for percentages of student
participation in Servant-Leadership or community volunteerism have been established since my tenure
as Chair for Servant-Leadership.]
What can be learned from this graphic? Has community volunteerism dropped off since 2007? It’s
difficult to say since the method of gathering data from 2005 to 2007 differs from the method used in
2010. What I can say with certainty is that the new method is clearly defined and will be used from this
point forward: we simply survey the student body and ask them if they have participated or not.
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I am excited about the longitudinal nature of the process, especially as we will compare, in future years,
how community volunteerism compares and contrasts to participation in Servant-Leadership initiatives.
Of course, the data in the preceding graphic only represents data from the survey portion of the
research project. We also gathered interview data and field data to give a clearer sense as to how
Servant-Leadership is exercised at MSOE. Please refer to Appendix A for a full report on the
ethnographic study conducted in the spring of 2010.
Conclusions and Recommendations from the Ethnographic Study
I worked with Matt Stachelski in the spring of 2010 to gather the data for the study. He had to complete
his internship by the end of the summer’s first term, which meant he only had about a month to analyze
the data and arrive at the conclusions and recommendations detailed in Appendix A. This was not
enough time to draw thorough conclusions and recommendations (a researcher should spend the same
number of hours analyzing data as it took to gather it), but we had to work within the time constraints
of the internship.
Once our conference proposal was accepted for the Marylhurst University Servant-Leadership
Conference (which took place in October), we knew we had more time to continue to analyze the data
for additional conclusions and recommendations. Based on the added time, we concluded the following:
1. MSOE is taking great steps toward instilling the values and principles of Servant-Leadership into
the student experience.
2. Not enough students know what Servant-Leadership is.
3. There needs to be greater emphasis on Servant-Leadership theory to balance out the ServantLeadership experience.
I’ve taken the third point to heart. Over the last two years, I’ve placed great emphasis on service
opportunities; and in that process, I’ve explained Servant-Leadership more as an opportunity to help our
community than as a theoretical leadership model. I think the spirit of Servant-Leadership actually does
both these things; we just have to do a better job framing the service as preparation for leadership—a
very specific and humanistic type of leadership.
Based on these additional conclusions, Matt recommended that the office of Servant-Leadership should:
1. Give greater emphasis to Servant-Leadership theory throughout the institution.
2. Morph service opportunities into pre-leadership opportunities, and make the explicit
connection between “service” and “leadership”.
3. Establish highest priority needs in order to provide the greatest lasting benefit to those being
served.
4. Emphasize reflection on Servant-Leadership experiences to spur the bridge between personal
growth and community development.
The following actions were in large part a result of the recommendations and conclusions we gathered
during the summer of 2010:
- Distribute copies of Kent Keith’s A Case for Servant-Leadership at faculty in-service;
- Give more presentations to classes across disciplines;
- Place greater emphasis on leadership theory—rather than service learning or community
volunteerism;
- Publically recognize students, faculty and staff that lead service initiatives;
- Give preference to projects initiated by students/faculty rather than community partners;
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-

Let existing infrastructure provide sustainability;
Pay closer attention to budgetary distribution;
Provide greater emphasis to academic initiatives;
Ask What’s that all about? whenever Servant-Leadership is recognized;
Engage in more personal reflection.

In 2011, we will conduct another ethnographic study that is based on Matt’s work. It will lead with the
same set of survey and interview questions as well as the same method for field observations. Next
year’s student researcher will benefit from the hard work Matt put into this year’s study, since it will
already be structured, and all of the IRB documentation will already be drafted. It will be interesting to
see if we have similar or different recommendations and conclusions in 2011; only time will tell.
Student Life Accreditation Map
There is more assessment taking place in the office of Servant-Leadership. MSOE will go through
institutional accreditation in 2014. To prepare for this, Student Life created a Mission Actualization Plan
(MAP). Each Department in Student Life generated its own MAP that syncs with the university’s vision
and mission statement. The office of Servant-Leadership’s MAP is as follows:
SERVANT LEADERSHIP
Vision Statement
Servant-leadership emphasizes increased service to others, an approach to work that
emphasizes the healthy organic and functional relations between the components of our
humanity and our vocational and occupational objectives, and a sharing of power in decision
making.
Mission Statement
In the Office of Servant-Leadership we firmly believe that MSOE students already possess a
passion for service and a creative impulse to change the world. We believe that guiding,
training, and facilitating the growth of MSOE students in Servant-Leadership is our best hope for
transformative leadership in the twenty-first century. We also seek to assist the MSOE faculty in
awakening and sharpening the intellectual rigor and moral virtues that create awareness to, and
dedication toward, the common good. Through teaching and program development, the Office
of Servant-Leadership strives to animate, advance, and support the MSOE faculty as they
develop the next generation of global leaders.
Department Objectives
For the purposes of establishing benchmarks for objective, quantitative analysis, the Pieper
Family Endowed Chair in Servant-Leadership defines this complicated construct as follows:
1. Student Information: assist students in vocational and professional development that takes
into account careful balance and the integration of the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
dimensions of their lives; establish within our students a respectful and cooperative relationship
with others; help our students connect their intellectual, spiritual, and leadership capacities for
service to the world around them. (1)
2. Community Partnerships: collaborating with civic, humanitarian, professional, industrial and
business organizations to provide students with internship and other growth opportunities in
service and leadership; creating an environment of cooperation and trust that moves our
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students, faculty, staff, and alumni toward the building of healthier communities in southeast
Wisconsin, the United States, and throughout the world. (2)
3. Curricular and Faculty Development: providing seminars in practical ethics and ServantLeadership studies for MSOE students; supplying resources to assist university faculty in
integrating teaching, research, and community service. (4)
4. Staff Support: partnering with MSOE staff in nurturing the university’s commitment to
promoting community and fostering a healthy, servant-leader’s approach to work; helping to
make MSOE the best place to work in Milwaukee. (6)
5. Health and Wellness: assisting everyone in the MSOE community to make wellness-oriented
lifestyle choices. (6)
Assessment Methods
- Weekly tracking of various Servant-Leadership projects that are run through the office of
Student Life.
- Integrating Servant-Leadership into courses will enable us to better track and measure the
implementation of the program’s goals.
- Faculty who receive Servant-Leadership mini-grants will be required to integrate ServantLeadership goals into their course objectives and meet with the Chair of Servant-Leadership
to track the implementation of those goals.
- Yearly assessment reports to the Suzanne and Richard Pieper Family Foundation for ServantLeadership.
- Yearly ethnographic studies that track the implementation of Servant-Leadership.
It’s important to share this information with the Suzanne and Richard Pieper Family Foundation so the
foundation can better understand how MSOE as an institution, and how Servant-Leadership in
particular, is tracking its own established set of outcomes. Creating a longitudinal ethnographic research
initiative was initially important for the sake of creating Outline Baseline Data for the Foundation; it’s
now equally important to leverage this data-set for the purposes of MSOE’s institutional accreditation.
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4. Phenomenally Above Demographic Norms
A number of strategic alliances help the office of Servant-Leadership enact our community initiatives. I’d
like to take this portion of the report to highlight how these partnerships have enabled us to do our
work in 2010.
Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership
The Greenleaf Center has created numerous opportunities for MSOE to benefit from its resources.
Greenleaf Retreat for Chair of Servant-Leadership
From March 16-18, I attended a retreat that focused on Servant-Leadership. Here’s a description of the
retreat:
The Greenleaf Center’s next retreat is scheduled for March 16-18, 2010, in Mystic, Connecticut at
St. Edmund’s Enders Island at Mystic. The two-day retreat is designed to give servant-leaders the
opportunity to step back from the stress of everyday life and reflect. The retreat will draw likeminded individuals from around the country together to share their stories and their servant
leadership journeys.14
The event was successful. The one thing I wanted to get from the conference was a clearer sense as to
the spiritual nature of Servant-Leadership and the Greenleaf Center. The hidden benefit was my long
conversations with Richard, a gentleman who knew Robert Greenleaf and worked with him for 8 years.
Hearing his stories and asking him questions about Servant-Leadership was inspiring and informative.
Marylhurst University Servant-Leadership Conference
Marylhurst University (located in Portland, Oregon) sponsored its first annual Servant-Leadership
Conference last October. The conference was sponsored by the Peter R. Marsh Foundation, the
Greenleaf Center for Servant-Leadership, and the Larry C. Spears Center for Servant-Leadership. I was
able to co-present at the conference with Matt Stachelski, the TC major who drove this year’s ServantLeadership Ethnographic Study. The conference was a success in that Matt had yet another opportunity
to present at an academic conference—sharing the data he worked so hard to gather and analyze. I also
found that the conference was a success in that Matt heard great presentations, speakers including:
- Larry Spears (President & CEO of The Spears Center for Servant-Leadership);
- Kent Keith (CEO of the Greenleaf Center for Servant-Leadership);
- and Shann Ray Ferch (Professor of Leadership Studies, Doctoral Program in Leadership
Studies at Gonzaga University).
Greenleaf Center Healthcare Conference 2010
This year’s Greenleaf Healthcare Conference (http://www.greenleaf.org/healthcare/program.html) took
place in Milwaukee. The location’s proximity to our campus turned out to be mutually beneficial for
both Greenleaf and MSOE. Prior to the conference, Kent Keith, Greenleaf’s CEO, scheduled several lunch
dates with Dr. Deborah Jenks (Chair of the MSOE Nursing Department) and me; our conversations
focused on two topics: how to best advertise the conference to target nursing demographics, and what
material would be appropriate for an MSOE conference presentation.
Marketing the conference through Dr. Jenks’ connections proved fruitful. Dr. Jenks is well connected in a
number of state and national nursing associations—broadcasting the event for her was as simple as
sending out some mass-distributed emails. She was also instrumental in securing a CEU application for
the conference.
14

http://www.greenleaf.org/retreat/2010Spring/index.html
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Dr. Jenks also helped facilitate a presentation at the conference, one that focused on MSOE’s
relationship with Repairers of the Breach (http://www.repairers.org/). Repairers of the Breach is
Milwaukee’s only local non-profit organization that serves as a daytime shelter and resource center for
the homeless. The MSOE nursing program enables nursing students to go to Repairers of the Breach to
help with medical-related screenings. The presentation focused on this mutually-beneficial relationship.
it also included the work that Dr. Alicia Domack’s Social Problems class (SS 472) engaged in at Repairs of
the Breach—an initiative where students helped build a secure room where medical supplies could be
stored (the office of Servant-Leadership helped coordinate this effort and also paid for the necessary
materials). In all, the presentation was successful in that it took the shape of a panel discussion—an
panel that consisted of Dr. Jenks (from nursing), Dr. Domack (from General Studies), Dr. Melita Biese and
MacCanon Brown from Repairs of the Breach, and Kayla Labunski—a nursing student who gives time to
the homeless. The presentation represents what I hope to see more of in Servant-Leadership: an
academic initiative that requires the participation of faculty, students, and community partners.
A good number of MSOE nursing students were able to attend the conference. Greenleaf was generous
enough to provide 12 nursing students with free registration so they could attend the conference
sessions. The office of Servant-Leadership matched this by covering the cost of sending all of this year’s
graduating nurses to the celebratory dinner event that took place at the conference’s conclusion.
Wisconsin Campus Compact
References to Wisconsin Campus Compact (WiCC) are scattered throughout this report, since this
partner does a great deal helping us coordinate service initiatives. WiCC helped us:
- secure funding for the Great Lake Restoration Project;
- sent faculty to a number of Service Learning conferences;
- enabled Dr. Michael Carriere to present his water restoration initiative at a conference in
Madison, Wisconsin last spring; and
- secured an AmeriCorps VISTA member in 2009/10.
AmeriCorps VISTA
At the start of 2010, I had to do a great deal of work with our Wisconsin Campus Compact
representative. Unfortunately, the work involved creating a documentation-trail for the dismissal of the
VISTA member who started working for the office of Servant-Leadership in August 2009. I don’t want to
go into too much detail as to why we had to let her go, other than to say that the VISTA member was
misrepresenting AmeriCorps as well as the office of Servant-Leadership, especially when it came to the
misappropriation of resources. Enabling the VISTA member to finish her year-long tenure would have
been a poor choice. That said, WiCC worked closely with me to communicate clearly to both AmeriCorps
and the VISTA member as to why the individual needed to be dismissed. I learned a great deal from the
experience; it was a difficult but important lesson.
WiCC and I decided not to apply for another VISTA member for the 2010/11 school year, but we did
agree that I should apply for one in 2011/12. WiCC also agreed to better help me screen the candidates
to ensure that we have a good fit, thus generating a win/win relationship for the VISTA member and
MSOE.
Southeast Wisconsin Service Learning Consortium
Supported by a state Learn and Serve America Block grant, the Southeastern Wisconsin Service-Learning
Consortium (SEWSLC) is a group of PK-16 educators committed to the use of service-learning as an
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engaging teaching and learning method. SEWSLC promotes the use of service-learning by serving as a
clearinghouse for service-learning resources, providing professional development and networking
opportunities for its members, and supporting partnerships between community and educational
institutions.
The office of Servant-Leadership helped coordinate a number of SEWSLC meetings. Good discussion
ensued, and future specific initiatives are now taking shape. Specifically, work with Dave Weingrod (the
Service Learning Coordinator for Milwaukee Public Schools) is developing in regard to the Bike Rehab
Challenge project—to be coordinated in conjunction with Dave’s AmeriCorps members.
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5. Breakthrough Ventures
We had a big year in 2010 initiating a wide-variety of opportunities for students to exercise the tenants
of Servant-Leadership. As these opportunities unfold, they leave a lasting impact on the culture of
MSOE. They also make it easier for future initiatives to take place, now that we have growth in our
infrastructure and communication delivery mechanisms. The following list represents initiatives that will
take place during the 2011 school year—many of which are already in the planning stages and are
primed for implementation.
Servant-Leadership Chapter for the American Society for Engineering Education
I’m working with Dr. Frederick Berry, the new Vice President of Academics, and Professor DeAnna
Leitzke, to organize a Servant-Leadership chapter of the American Society for Engineering Education
(http://www.asee.org/). The idea for this initiative came from Dr. Berry; it’s his vision that we can get
200 members of the ASEE to sign up for a Servant-Leadership chapter. Once we have member
signatures, we can establish the chapter; in doing so, we will create opportunities for faculty at MSOE
and other academic institutions to gather at ASEE conferences and present/publish on ServantLeadership ventures. The specific areas of concentration within Servant-Leadership will include: ethics,
public policy, social responsibility, eco-friendly design, sustainable design, and so on.
Proposed Protocol for Technical Servant-Leadership Projects
Providing opportunities for Servant-Leadership at a school of engineering means exercising bestpractices when the students apply their skills as young engineers. This requires better infrastructure and
planning on the front end—so as to ensure that no one is at risk or is liable during any given project or
as a result of using the product generated from a given project. I’m working with two faculty on
campus—Dr. Doug Stahl and DeAnna Leitzke—to create a protocol that we would follow whenever a
service initiative takes on a technical nature. We want to follow the processes currently implemented by
the school’s student chapter of Engineers Without Borders. The processes will include determining:
- who a faculty advisor is;
- if the project requires professional oversight;
- if there an opportunity to integrate the project into an existing course;
- if professional liability requires the design to be stamped by a licensed engineer;
- if the authority having jurisdiction of the project requires the design to be stamped by a licensed
engineer; and so on.
Aligning Overseas Servant-Leadership Initiatives
The office of Servant-Leadership currently assists a number of initiatives that involve sending students
abroad—for both academic and non-academic purposes. Examples of these initiatives include:
- Engineers Without Borders and their work building bridges and other structures in Guatemala;
- In HU 4495—Latin American History—Dr. Jung and Dr. Carriere are taking a group of students to
Central America to see where the history they studied about took place while helping construct
a school in the village of Cuarto Centro de Estanzuela;
- Project Kenya and our ongoing initiative to build schools and computer labs in East Africa;
- Healthcare Without Borders and their desire to construct medical clinics in Central America;
- MG8042a, Kelly Ottman’s course that helps students learn how to do business in China;
- Project Grow, an aquaponic system that will be built in Jacmel, Haiti by MSOE Senior Design
students;
- Marlo Vercauteren’s initiative to take students on a Servant-Leadership Dominican Republic
Immersion Service Trip; and so on.
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Each of these initiatives has a different set of policies and procedures. Some are better than others. I will
be working with Nick Seidler from Student Life and Professor Kelly Ottman from the Rader School of
Business to establish a specific set of policies and procedures that all overseas ventures can follow; in
doing so, we can ensure that our students and our institution are not at risk when engaging in work in
developing countries. It should also encourage more overseas opportunities to take shape.
Servant-Leadership Dominican Republic Immersion Service Trip
Marlo Vercauteren, the Student Worker for the Office of Servant-Leadership, has a history of going on
service trips to the Dominican Republic. She’s done this work in conjunction with her family, her church,
and a non-profit organization located in the Dominican. By leveraging her experiences in the DR, Marlo
will enable other MSOE students to engage in service work in Elias Piña and Santo Domingo. The trip is
scheduled to take place this June 7-16. We’re currently in the process of fundraising for the students
interested in participating.
Project Grow
A group of engineering and business students (Jacob, Jared, Lars, Logan and Luca) are teaming up in
their Senior Design Project to build an aquaponic grower here in Milwaukee and then ship it to Faith
Orphanage—located in Jacmel, Haiti. They have nine months to build this system.
So far in our story, Project Grow has formed a partnership with Sweet Water Organics, an aquaponic
grower in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The team has also constructed an alpha test system with generous
donations from the MSOE Rader School of Business and The Home Depot. The office of ServantLeadership is helping with this initiative by coordinating the fundraising and donations through the
Treasurer’s Office at MSOE—for the purpose of funding the project and helping the students travel to
Haiti and implement the aquapnoic system. I also committed myself to serve as a spokesperson on
behalf of their cause when the opportunities present themselves.
For more information on this initiative, visit their website at http://onprojectgrow.org/.

Figure 29: An example of a self-contained aquaponic ecosystem.

Diversity Action Grant
Hannah DiPalomares is a Junior Mechanical Engineering student who serves as the Chair for the
Diversity Action Grant (DAG). Hannah is working on this project through her relationship with the
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American Society for Mechanical Engineers (http://www.asme.org/). She recently received a $2,100.00
grant from DAG and wants to work with the Office of Servant-Leadership to host a Creative Reach
Engineering Workshop (CREW). Basically, the workshop would help young people who represent
minority populations see the value in engineering and pursuing a degree in an engineering-related field.
This CREW initiative will enable students attending St. Joan Antida High School to come to MSOE and
learn what engineering is. Details are forthcoming.
Mainstreaming on Main Street
Dan Lococo attended the December 2010 Servant Leader Cities event which took place at MSOE on
December 13. He has expressed interest in working with the office of Servant-Leadership to better
address issues of perception associated with the inclusion of disabled professionals in the workplace.
How this will take shape is yet to be determined, but my initial thought is to include Dan in the planning
for our 2011 Servant-Leadership Week—which will take place in October 2011 and will focus on issues
of professional inclusion.
Servant-Leadership Week
I’m working with The Commission for Persons with Disabilities
(http://county.milwaukee.gov/OfficeforPersonswith7770.htm) to coordinate a 2011 Servant-Leadership
Week. It will take place next October, and will highlight a different service event each day of the week.
The Commission is interested in this initiative because it overlaps with our yearly Wheelchair Days
events; Wheelchair Days enables MSOE students to ride in wheelchairs all week so they can better
empathize with those who depend on wheelchair technology every day. What we hope to do is to
expand Wheelchair Days to the point where every day has a different service opportunity that will
benefit a disabled demographic. At the end of the week, we’ll have a banquet ceremony to honor those
who participated in the week’s events; the ceremony will also help our students reflect on what took
place during the course of the week—and what information can cross-pollinate into other service
opportunities.
Festa Italiana
We were approached by Festa Italiana (http://www.festaitaliana.com/) to coordinate a Lego event.
Traditionally, the festival has financed the construction of a sand-sculpture that represents the spirit of
the festival. In 2011, they want to shift from sand-sculpture to Lego structure.
Betty Puccio, the coordinator of the festival, has invited Servant-Leadership to coordinate the
construction of a Lego structure. I’m bringing in an Architectural Engineering faculty—Michel McGee—
who is willing to work with our AEI student group; by bringing these “players” together, we will
determine the design and construction of a large-scale Lego structure that demonstrates the
engineering prowess of our students. Then, at the festival (scheduled for the third weekend in July), our
students will showcase their creation—while teaching children at the event how to first design and then
engineer their own Lego creations.
I’m excited about this opportunity because it will enable our students to demonstrate their enthusiasm
for engineering through a vehicle they love to play with—Legos. By teaching children the design aspect
of the process, they can demonstrate what goes into the construction process.
Construction Challenge
MSOE is hosting its first Construction Challenge in January 2011. Here’s a description of the event:
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To help develop the workforce of the future, the Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM),
presenting sponsor Volvo Construction Equipment, and Destination ImagiNation® (DI) are kicking
off the 2010-11 Construction Challenge. Construction Challenge provides participants a realworld experience that will inspire them to explore and pursue careers in the construction
industry. High school teams will compete and solve transportation and water infrastructure
Challenges using creativity, teamwork and problem solving. Teams of five (5) to seven (7)
participants (plus an adult Team Manager) will compete at 8 Regional Rallies across North
America, and the top 24 teams will advance to the Championship Finals at CONEXPO/CON-AGG
in Las Vegas in March 2011.15
The office of Servant-Leadership is helping coordinate the event. We recruited students to lead the
initiative and work closely with Rita Richardson, the local Construction Challenge representative. We’re
also working to:
- recruit 50 volunteers among the students, faculty, and staff;
- provide the volunteers with cool t-shirts;
- provide the volunteers with breakfast, snacks, and a healthy lunch;
- enable a local sponsor, Aring Equipment, to showcase their equipment in the Broadway Parking
Lot.
Dr. Fred Berry, the Vice President of Academics, has agreed to speak at the event’s introduction. It’s my
hope that his opening will set a tone of competition and collegiality for the day’s venue.
Latin American History, HU 4495
This February, Dr. Pat Jung and Dr. Michael Carriere are going to take a group of students to Guatemala
to help build a school in the community of Cuarto Centro de Estanzuela. The project started last
summer, when Dr. Doug Stahl, an AE faculty member who serves as the faculty representative for our
student chapter of Engineers Without Borders (EWB), expressed a fervent interest in building a school in
this village. Why this village? Because in 2008, our EWB chapter built a bridge for the community of
Cuarto Centro, thus enabling them to get in and out of their village year-round. This also enabled the
community to build a school, or to have the government provide a teacher for a school once the school
is in place.
Once Dr. Stahl expressed interest in building a school, we thought of a way to incorporate this into a
curricular initiative: have faculty in General Studies teach a course in Latin American History. At the
completion of the course, the students would travel to Guatemala to see where the history took place.
They would also have the opportunity to fundraise for a school in the region as well as help build the
school once they are in-country; in doing so, they can actually do something—to act on the knowledge
they just received about why a country like Guatemala is in need of rural schools.
Once Dr. Jung and Dr. Carriere helped get the course established in the General Studies curriculum, we
started to fundraise for the build of the school. We needed to raise $18,000.00 by January 2011 in order
to get the construction underway—so the students would have a structure to work on by the time they
arrive in February. Through Doug Stahl’s hard work and the cooperation of the MSOE Development
Office, we were able to reach this goal, in large part due to the assistance of one anonymous donor.

15

http://www.constructionchallenge.org/index.php/who-we-are/about
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We also found a new NPO to work with: the Berhorst Partners for Development
(http://www.behrhorst.org/). This organization will help provide the infrastructure needed for our
students to effectively tour safely through Guatemala—all the while learning of its history from Dr. Jung
and Dr. Carriere.
At the end of the week’s adventure, we hope to coordinate a gathering between the students taking the
class and the students who are traveling to Guatemala at the same time to participate in this year’s EWB
initiative. Together, they will be able to celebrate the work they will enact.
Bike Rehab Challenge, Part II
In 2009, a group of MSOE students worked with the office of Servant-Leadership to design and
implement a Bike Rehab Challenge initiative—a program that taught inner-city middle-school kids from
Our Next Generation how bicycle engineering works and how that engineering leads to better bicycle
safety. The project was a great success in that the middle-school kids were able to “wrench” on bikes
and navigate bicycle safety courses that taught them how to ride safely. Perhaps a greater success came
as a result of the MSOE students designing the curriculum for this 4-day initiative.
Now that the curriculum is built, we have been invited by a group of AmeriCorps VISTA workers who are
working in the Milwaukee Public School District to reenact the Bike Rehab Challenge project. Matt
Stachelski and Marcus Traber are two students who participated in the initial program; they want to
take the lead on repurposing the project’s curriculum. They will be working closely with Kate Riordan (an
AmeriCorps member at Vel Philliphs High School) to make the project take shape, probably in the
summer of 2011. Matt and Marcus are also leaders in the newly formed Bike Club on campus; it’s their
hope that the Bike Club can take the lead on this, thus enabling more MSOE students to serve in this
initiative.
Respite Event
In March 2011, the office of Servant-Leadership will host a Respite Event in the Kern Center. This event
will enable MSOE students (specifically, Nursing and Biomedical Engineering majors) to spend the day
with kids who spend a great deal of time at Children’s Hospital. By spending the day with these kids and
their siblings, the parents of the children will get the opportunity to take an afternoon off and rest.
Meanwhile, our students (and nursing faculty) will have the educational and interpersonal opportunity
to interact with kids with extreme mental and physical challenges. The day will include the participation
of student organizations such as the Student Athletic Advisory Committee (who is organizing volleyball
and basketball games), the Theatre Troupe, the student orchestra, the student choral, and so on.
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6. An Excellent Year
We had a busy year this year. I’ve listed numerous projects and initiatives already in this report; what I’d
like to do in this section is give added attention to some of the projects that have given us added depth
and structure—the type of initiatives that are changing the very culture of MSOE.
Online Evangelism of MSOE Servant-Leadership
This fall, I gave Marlo Vercauteren, the student worker for Servant-Leadership, the responsibility of
managing three online resources:
- The Servant-Leadership Blog
(http://www.msoe.edu/life_at_msoe/campus_activities/servant_leadership/volunteer.shtml)
- The Servant-Leadership Projects Page
(http://www.msoe.edu/life_at_msoe/campus_activities/servant_leadership/blog/index.shtml)
- The Servant-Leadership Facebook page
(http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=33698752174)
I have to admit that I’m not big when it comes to online social networking, so it’s great that Marlo has
taken it upon herself to manage these webpages as a way of getting the word out on ServantLeadership. The projects page, for example, gives our community a single resource to find out how they
can get involved in current and future service initiatives. The blog, on the other hand, enables Marlo to
reflect on what she is learning about Servant-Leadership theory and explain that to her audience on a
week-to-week basis. Here’s an example of one of Marlo’s blog entries, posted on November 13:
Fall quarter is coming to an end here at MSOE, and its time to start thinking about the service
projects that are to come after we get back from fall break. The event that is first on the list after
break is the Sam’s Hope book fair. Kassandra Hoffman is the student that has taken this initiative
on, and has been doing a stupendous job so far getting this book fair all set to go for December
3, 4, and 7. While I was gathering information on this book fair I learned that this Sam’s Hope
book fair has a deeper meaning to it than just selling books for Scholastic Books. When Sam was
in middle school years ago (he is now 26 years old) when he decided to give his books to some
inner-city kids. With the help of his mom he was able to make that connection happen. After Sam
donated his books, he then got his school and family involved, and they were able to establish a
literacy foundation. This foundation is all volunteer work, and they work in conjunction with the
Milwaukee Bucks to host events and push literacy in Milwaukee. The Sam’s Hope book fairs are
put on to raise money to purchase books to help kids learn to read. Literacy is an important issue
everywhere, and many people, believe it or not, never learn to read. We need to help give
everyone a chance to learn to read.
Student United Way Chapter
This year, we created the first student chapter of the United Way in Southeast Wisconsin. Last spring,
Suzanne Smieja (a campaign associate at the United Way of Greater Milwaukee) met with me to talk
about how she wanted to get the United Way more involved in local universities. We agreed that the
time was right to start a student chapter at MSOE. We then marketed this opportunity to the students
and found a core group that wanted to take on the challenge. Dr. Michael Carriere offered to serve as
the faculty representative for a United Way student organization, and Ryan Christie (a senior Electrical
Engineering major) showed great enthusiasm to act as the founding President.
We’ve had several great initiatives take place this fall as a result of this student organization. Here are
some of the details, as per an email Ryan sent out on December 23:
- Over the next couple of weeks, you will be receiving emails on interest within both SUW cabinet
positions and a committee to organize a community wide fun run, taking place in the early spring
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-

time. We will be looking for outgoing people with a variety of interests, from marketing,
advertising, visual media production, project management, etc…
Student United Way will also be organizing a group of students to participate in the Polar Plunge
fundraiser for the Special Olympics, taking place at Bradford Beach on March 5, 2010.
Also, we are looking for individuals that know of landscapers. We are going to continue our
assistance with Milwaukee Pathfinders by re-landscaping their property.
MSOE Student United Way also has been registered for a mailing list, and look for a website to
be hosted on the servers early January. The MSOE SUW mailing list can be found at
http://lists.msoe.edu/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/suw so make sure to tell friends to sign up to get
involved!

Ryan’s work with the United Way also enabled me to help with the United Way of Greater Milwaukee
giving campaign. Kathy Miller, the Public Sector Campaign Manager, helped me work with local agencies
to encourage them to fundraise and contribute to our local chapter of the United Way. The experience
taught me a great deal about how to fundraise; it also introduced me to people in the greater
Milwaukee community that do this type of work on a regular basis. It’s also generating more discussion
here at MSOE as to how our institution can be more involved in raising resources for the United Way—
and important initiative since the United Way of Greater Milwaukee has such a big impact on our local
community.
Midwest Service Leaders Conference 2010
This October, MSOE hosted the second biannual Midwest Service Leaders Conference
(http://www.marquette.edu/servicelearning/MSLC2010.shtml). It took a year of planning to pull it off,
but in the end it was a great event. Over 120 students representing 18 different post-secondary
institutions came to this student-run conference, thus hitting our target attendance goal. We made it
happen by working closely with the Service Learning office at Marquette University—they provided
most of the human resources while we provided most of the fiscal resources.

Figure 30: Students from MSOE and Marquette talk at the conference.

Attendees of the Midwest Service Leaders Conference participated in peer-led workshops, roundtable
discussions, a community panel, service projects, and listened to several keynote speakers. Topics of the
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weekend's events included: creating change around social injustice, learning successful leadership
strategies, recruiting and retaining a peer volunteer force, developing partnerships in the community,
and leading reflection sessions.
The experience of hosting such a conference was invaluable. The students who took the lead in this
initiative should be highly commended for the number of hours they gave to make the conference work.
It was also encouraging to see MSOE students collaborate effectively with students from Marquette
University. It’s my hope that we can do this again—or to at least assist the next regional academic
institution that decides to host the conference.
For more details, please refer to the workshop sessions in Appendix B of this report.
Faculty Mini-Grants 2010
2010 was the first year Servant-Leadership implemented faculty mini-grants. We invite faculty and
academic teaching staff to submit proposals for Servant-Leadership mini-grants. The mini-grants support
faculty and academic teaching staff in the integration of Servant-Leadership theory within a chosen
course. The office of Servant-Leadership awarded four (4) $500 mini-grants in the summer and fall of
2010 as well as during the winter term of 2010/11. Recipients are expected to:
-

learn and apply the key components of Servant-Leadership;
work with the Chair of Servant-Leadership to determine which community needs parallel with
the goals of the course;
develop meaningful opportunities for students to reflect on their service and connect it to the
course learning goals.
implement Servant-Leadership theory into an MSOE class under your instruction during the
summer or fall quarter;
attend a minimum of three (3) one-on-one meetings with the Chair of Servant-Leadership during
the quarter;
present an electronic copy of the revised course syllabus;
and complete an evaluation of the impact Servant-Leadership has had on your course, your
students, and the community.

The following faculty received grants during the summer/fall of 2010:
- Dr. Anne-Marie Nickel, CH 2100, Honors Chemistry. Dr. Nickel will collaborate with Tom
Kroeger, the Lakeshore State Park Manager, to enable students taking Chemistry II to conduct
testing and analysis at Lakeshore Park. The students will help Mr. Kroeger collect and analyze
data from four testing sites at the park—a necessary community initiative that overlaps with the
study of chemistry. The work was done in collaboration with students attending St. Joan Antida
High School; by working with inner-city high-school students, the MSOE honors students were
able to model their enthusiasm for the application of chemistry—all for the benefit of the
greater Milwaukee community. The experience culminated in a celebration of this tutoring and
mentoring paradigm, one that will continue into the winter-term of 2010/11.
- DeAnna Leitzke, CM 312, Advanced Building Construction Methods and Site Engineering
Issues. DeAnna’s students surveyed the property at Blue Lotus Farm and Retreat Center, thus
enabling students led by Alison Bernero to build a deck they designed—a deck that now enables
kids with mental and physical handicaps to safely approach the lakeshore at this summer-camp.
Details on this team-initiative can be found in section 2 of this report.
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Dr. Nadya Shalamova, EN 432, Business Communications. The goal of this course is to provide
students with active learning opportunities, authentic business communication situations, and
understanding of the importance of social involvement through an integrated service project.
Service-learning theory and pedagogy were used as a way to educate students about ethical and
social dimensions of business communication. Students spent one third of the quarter focusing
on the basics of business communication (e.g., audience analysis, business documentation
types, business writing style, document design, team work, project management, etc.). Then for
the remainder of the quarter, students worked in teams to apply these skills and complete a
service project. Each team located, investigated, and formally proposed a local non-profit
organization and set of deliverables (business documents). Working with the MSOE Servant
Leadership Program, teams researched, tested, revised and/or created appropriate
communication materials. Teams delivered a progress report midway through the project on
the status of their work, and also wrote a final report and delivered a formal presentation
evaluating the successes and challenges of the team’s project and experience. Student work was
evaluated by the client, peers, and the instructor.
Sally Cissna, EN 432, Business Communications. Sally’s class targeted the challenge of water
control and conservation on the MSOE campus. The class took the shape of three small-groups.
Each group formally proposed a solution in a written report and a presentation to MSOE
personnel and administrators who are charged with the safety and management of MSOE and
its resources. The students worked hand in hand with Dr. Michael Carriere and the Genera
Studies Honors Seminar—a group of students who focused on the Great Lake Restoration
Project (grant dollars provided by Wisconsin Campus Compact). The grant money enabled the
students to implement projects in water control and conservation on the MSOE campus. each
project linked to the education of target groups regarding the proposal you are making besides
proposing a viable solution to the administration. Political change occurred because of grass
roots support and most social change happens because people become knowledgeable about a
subject and/or doing something becomes the “in” thing to do.
Dr. Michael Carriere, GS 101, General Studies Honors Seminar. The theme for my section of the
General Studies’ Honors Program offering was “Writing the City/Righting the City.” Viewing the
city itself as a “text,” the class explored the best ways to understand the multitude of stories
that the urban landscape has to tell. The students collected oral histories from residents of
Milwaukee who live in public housing within the city. Such histories complement the readings
the class engaged in—a host of class materials that examined the ways that the city is “lived” on
a day-to-day level (through literature, photography, music, and film). Dr. Carriere coordinated
with both the Milwaukee Housing Authority as well as the National Public Housing Museum (in
Chicago) to see if these oral histories are of use to them. Eventually, the data generated by the
course will become a part of an institution like the National Public Housing Museum, where they
could be of use to researchers for years to come – thus introducing my students to yet another
way that cities and the humanities can intersect. The class also spent an afternoon taking
photographs of the city, under the leadership of David Schalliol, a Chicago-based photographer
whose work on the urban landscape has been published in a variety of magazines (This will take
place during the week where our theme will be “Seeing the City”). Ideally, these photographs
will then be featured in a sort of temporary exhibit at the Grohmann Museum.
Jim Friauf, HU 494, Creative Thinking. The basic premise for integrating the ideals for ServantLeadership into the course focused on enabling students to work with agencies and programs in
the community to identify projects in need of “creative” solutions. Most of the students worked
closely with the retirement community St. John’s on the Lake. A growing number of retirees
entering St. John’s come with some level of computer competency or the desire to learn to use a
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computer for self-edification (accessing the vast resources of the web) or to maintain
communication with their families (mostly the interest is in the grandchildren) via email or
Skype. The projects in TC 342 focused on generating user manuals for computer basics (basic
key strokes, using a mouse, scrolling, etc.) or manuals for using Microsoft applications such as
Word, Outlook and even PowerPoint. One group even created a manual for an introduction to
iTunes.
Carolyn Kelly Ottman, MG 8042b, Cultural Immersion. Carolyn’s class traveled to China during
the summer of 2010 to learn about business practices in Beijing. The trip also incorporated a trip
to Hope School, located several hours away from downtown Beijing, a trip that enabled the
students to fulfill the course objectives: Cultivate a frame of mind for international servant
leadership, provide the MSOE students a way to interact with locals in a more rural area to
promote a greater understanding of China outside of the urban areas, and enhance corporate
partnerships with MSOE through servant leadership. The details of Kelly’s experienced are
detailed in section 7 of this report.
Dr. Alicia Domack, SS 461, Organizational Psychology. The Servant-Leadership experience
offered to Dr. Domack’s students was very beneficial for the students who chose to become
involved. Initially, 9 students demonstrated interest in working with Milwaukee Center for
Independence, but in the end only 3 actually completed the activity. This was disappointing
from Dr. Domack’s perspective. She believes that some of the problem stemmed from
scheduling difficulties. That said, the students who did complete the activity not only
strengthened their knowledge of organizational psychology, but they seemed to truly enjoy the
experience. Here are a couple quotes from their reflection papers:
- "The lesson that I really appreciated the most from my time spent at MCFI was the fact
that the participants I was helping really looked up to me as a leader. I really didn't
know what I was doing as I am not really trained to help those who are disabled, but
they were extremely grateful for the help that I gave them. This was a perfect example
of the Implicit Leadership Style, where the actions I was taking were at the direction of
the participants and what they wanted to accomplish. I was just a vehicle to get them to
that goal, and in doing so I was a leader to them."
- "I left this day with an increased sense of caring and good deal of thankfulness for the
little things I take for granted in life. So far it has been awfully good compared to these
poor souls. It really emphasized for me that an effective servant leader is able to
accurately access his plusses and minuses. I’m quite sure these job seekers’ plus and
minus evaluation was skewed by their disadvantages in life."

The following faculty received grants for the winter term of 2010/11:
-

-

-

Dr. Michael Carriere, Dr. Patrick Jung, and Dr. Douglas Stahl, HU 4495, Latin American History.
They are integrating Servant-Leadership theory into the course by introducing students to the
history of Latin America while placing emphasis on Guatemala. At the end of the quarter, they
will lead a trip to Guatemala, where they will participate in a Servant-Leadership experience that
involves helping the construction of a school in Cuarto Centro de Estanzuela.
Dr. Anne-Marie Nickel, CH-201, Chemistry II. Dr. Nickel’s students will continue to collaborate
with Tom Kroeger, the Lakeshore State Park Manager, thus continuing their work analyzing the
water in Lake Michigan.
Dr. Alicia Domack, TC 261, Research Methods. Dr. Domack’s students will learn how to conduct
quantitative and qualitative research methods. She is designing the course so the research is
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conducted at Our Next Generation, a community partner that helps meet the educational needs
of inner-city youth. The research will focus on the “Transitions” in educational enrichment
program and how students in the program define “success”.
Professor Kristin Shebesta, MS 3411, Leading Project Teams. Kristin’s students will learn how
the tenants of Servant-Leadership (listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion,
conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commitment to the growth of people, and building
community) overlap the leadership and mentoring skills that the students develop through a
team project deliverable.

The faculty mini-grants have proved invaluable. Not only has it generated a community of academics at
MSOE who know and practice Servant-Leadership theory, but more importantly, it is enabling a group of
faculty to evangelize Servant-Leadership across campus—a task that I am happy to share with his
colleagues.
Senior Design Projects
Servant-Leadership has been at MSOE long enough to see students experience Servant-Leadership
throughout the 4 years of their tenure. This has enabled students to grow their Servant-Leadership
experiences to the point where they are integrating them into Senior Design projects. An example of this
is the work of Frank Greguska, a student who graduated in 2010 with a degree in Software Engineering.
Frank leveraged his experience in OR3000, Applied Servant-Leadership, and applied it to his seniordesign project. In doing so, he was able to grow his project into a product that benefited not only the
peers who shared in the senior design experience, but it also benefited the MSOE student body in
general. Frank drafted the following synopsis of his design experience:
MSOER, pronounced 'mozer,' is a web application project inspired by the Applied Servant
Leadership course at MSOE. The application facilitates carpooling among members of the MSOE
community. MSOE students, faculty, and staff can use the application to offer a ride and search
for rides that are being offered by others. Community members choosing to offer a ride will be
asked when they are leaving, how many people they can take, how far out of their way they are
willing to travel, where they are leaving from, and where they are going to. When searching for a
ride to a specific destination, the MSOER application will suggest rides currently being offered
which go to or pass by that destination. The application makes use of Google Maps to display the
routes and provide driving directions and uses email to facilitate communication between drivers
and passengers. This application advocates carpooling which results in time and money savings
as well as environmental benefits.
We came up with the idea in Applied Servant Leadership because we did not like the current
method that students used to get rides from one another (i.e. sending out a mass email to the
sales list hoping that someone would reply). We wanted to make this application not only for the
convenience of students on campus, but also to help promote carpooling to save students money
and help the environment. The time we spent working on the project in Applied Servant
Leadership allowed us to get a good start on the project and we ended up with a working
prototype. We decided to continue the project as a senior design project for a few reasons. First,
we agreed that it was an application that would definitely benefit the MSOE community. Second,
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we put a lot of work into the prototype and wanted to see it through to completion. Finally, it
was a fun project to work on and allowed us to build on skills that we had learned in previous
courses here at MSOE. I am glad that we had the Applied Servant Leadership course to allow us
to come up with this idea that would benefit those around us as well as give us a good starting
point for our senior design project.
Our project website can be found here: http://agate.msoe.edu/gf/project/msoer/. We currently
have a ‘Beta’ version of the application running here: https://msoe-rideserver.nebula.msoe.edu:8443/. You can log in with your regular MSOE username/password if
you want to check it out.
Other Senior Design projects are taking on service paradigms—doing work for the benefit of community
members. One worth noting is the Project Grow initiative, an interdisciplinary academic initiative that
will provide sustainable, aquaponic system that will work for our end users in Jacmel, Haiti. Details on
this project can be found in section 5 of this report.
Research Project with Milwaukee Center for Independence
During the winter term of 2009/10, I worked on a qualitative research project with the students I taught
in TC 261, Research Methods. The research targeted a key question: How do employers evaluate the
soft-skills of potential candidates? The follow-up questions included:
- What soft-skills are employers looking for?
- How do employers evaluate each category of soft-skills in the interview process?
- Where do employers look for employees with the desired soft-skills?
- How do potential employees demonstrate their soft-skills?
The research, from my point of view, overlapped with a number of the tenants of Servant-Leadership,
since Servant-Leadership strives to engender an individual’s soft-skills (active listening, empathy,
community building, etc.).
The research involved surveying two target demographics: students about to graduate from MSOE
(juniors and seniors) as well as the employers who hire them (the email distribution list of employers
was provided by the school’s Placement Office). We gathered data from 169 students and 66 employers.
The study generated fascinating results—thanks to the class’ analysis and ability to generate applicable
recommendations and conclusions. For example, Marcus Tillman (a Technical Communication student)
found that:
- 85% of the student respondents thought it was not necessary to attend college to acquire
the needed soft-skills in the workplace.
- On the other hand, 92% of the employers think that the university experience is loaded with
soft-skill improvement potential.
With this statistical data in hand, Marcus concluded that:
Students anticipate that their ability to interact using soft skills… are valued by an employer. It
may be advantageous for the university and the career services department to view these skills
as the skills required to succeed in the selection, interview, networking and hiring processes, but
that it is the acquisition and use of the technical skills… that will get a student hired to a
company.
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I was able to share the results of the study with the Leadership Taskforce at the Milwaukee Center for
Independence (http://www.mcfi.net). The Leadership Taskforce represents a variety of Milwaukee
employers—it’s their purpose to help potential employees prepare for the real-time needs of employers
in our geographic area. Hence, the data gathered by the students taking TC 261 proved valuable to the
Leadership Taskforce since they express great interest in knowing how soft-skills play into the hiring
process of college graduates.
Our plan for 2011 is to continue with the study, but this time we hope to extend the survey to more
employers. We are also thinking about how we can enable high-school graduates to participate in the
study as well (we would then be able to compare data from high-school graduates with college
graduates). Follow-up presentations to community employers will be scheduled once the new data-set
has been analyzed and conclusions/recommendations are in place.
MSOE Servant Leader Cities Events
MSOE had the privilege of hosting two Servant Leader Cities events this year—one on May 10 and
another on December 13. I had the opportunity to speak at both events. The first event’s presentation
focused on the office of Servant-Leadership, and the second presentation targeted the evolving culture
at MSOE and how the ethnographic study we conducted last spring is helping us track our cultural
change. Both events were successful; the December event showed great promise in that a number of
initiatives are stemming from it: a future event between MSOE and Mike Feely’s leadership initiative at
Marquette University High School, a connection between Dan Lococo and his desire to help “…qualified
disabled professionals take their place as productive members of the organization they are a part of…”,
a series of follow-up conversations between attendees (the fist is scheduled to take place in late
January), and so on.
I particularly enjoyed the round-table conversations that take place at these events. Last May,
representatives from several of the community partners I work with were able to talk with each other
about what Servant-Leadership is and how it is impacting what they do. For example, Kathy from Blue
Lotus Farm and Retreat Center had an inspiring conversation with Brydie from Project-Kenya—a
discussion that focused on how they do similar work in very different parts of the world. Such
information sharing wouldn’t occur if events were not orchestrated for them; I’m grateful that MSOE is
an active part of the Servant Leader Series events, because it helps bring people from the various
Milwaukee communities together for one common cause.
Presentations to the Community
More organizations are asking me to present on Servant-Leadership (Milwaukee Center for
Independence, Safe and Sound, etc.). Two presentations worth noting are a presentation I gave at
Rockwell Automation on September 15 and another presentation delivered to the Association of
Volunteer Managers (AVM), delivered on November 17.
The presentations are similar in content: what Servant-Leadership is, who Robert Greenleaf is, how
MSOE exercises the tenants of Servant-Leadership, and so on. The benefit of such presentations
(beyond the obvious benefit of discussing Servant-Leadership) is in building connections between the
office of Servant-Leadership with the people who attend these events. The presentation to the AVM, for
example, turned into a great networking opportunity, one in which two potential future ServantLeadership initiatives may spring from. The events also enable me to invite students to co-present, thus
giving them the opportunity to speak in front of live audiences about the work they are doing that
benefits themselves and our communities.
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MSOE Driving Policy
Enacting Servant-Leadership requires us to go places. Often, our ventures require us to drive from place
to place—shuttling students to Our Next Generation for tutoring opportunities, transporting students to
Blue Lotus for a weekend of deck-building, and so on. An issue that we’ve had to come to terms with is
that of transportation and liability: what would happen if a group of students were in an accident while
traveling to a Servant-Leadership initiative, and what can we proactively do in order to prevent an
accident from occurring?
In order to resolve these potential risks, Student Life—headed by Rick Gagliano, the Director of Student
Activities—established a driving policy for the entire campus. The policy now mandates that students
have a qualified driver (whether it’s an athletic department van or a personal vehicle) who passes a
driving test. In short, an MSOE certified driver must complete a 90 minute session that includes an
instructional video and written test, a road test (45 minutes in duration), have an adviser’s signature, a
valid driver’s license for school records, and participate in a background check of their driving record.
As per an exchange in the Driving Policy Open Forum discussion:
The goal of the driving policy was to increase students’ awareness of their own liability of driving
with a student driver and to let students know that the driver they are with is a safe driver.
Because MSOE does not pay for transportation costs for organizations, this policy will help
students become aware of their responsibilities and what they are getting into. This will also help
MSOE keep track of where students are located in case an accident occurs.
The Daniel E. Sahs Memorial Award for Service
Every year, Student Life works with Servant-Leadership to recognize a student who enacts the tenants of
service at MSOE. The student receives recognition (a plaque) at the yearly MSOE Student Leadership
Dinner. A panel of representatives from across campus votes on who the yearly recipient will be—
representatives from across campus. In my opinion, the health of the Servant-Leadership program is
represented in who the committee selects for this award.
This year’s recipient of the Daniel E. Sahs Memorial Award for Service was Stefanie Gonzales. Stefanie is
a Presidential Scholarship Award Winner who majors in Biomedical Engineering. Her four years of
service at MSOE includes:
- Student Representative on Presidential Scholarship Board
- Repaired Clinics in El Salvador (Secretary, Translator, and Community Chair) through her
participation in Healthcare Without Borders
- An annual Engineering Speaker at La Causa Elementary School
- An Upward Bound Tutor (SHPE Coordinator)
- A Junior Achievement Volunteer
- And an active participant in our Women In Technology program (traveling to rural areas of
Wisconsin to teach students K-12th about science, technology, engineering, and math)
I was very pleased to find out that Stefanie received the award. She’ll be missed when she graduates this
spring.
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7. A Servant-Leader that Leads at an Element of Segment of Our World
Asking a member of the MSOE community to live up to the expectations of Nelson Mandela, Mother
Teresa, and Mahatma Gandhi is a tall order, but it makes sense to have this evaluation criteria in place
as a way of encouraging the institution to honor alumni and faculty to strive to live in the shadow of
these great Servant-Leaders. If I were to find someone who has led in the spirit of Mandela, Mother
Teresa and Gandhi, it would have to be Professor Carolyn (Kelly) Ottman. Kelly is a candidate for this
honor for the very reason that she would not consider herself a candidate for this honor. She is a
modest leader, one that leads without having to be out in front—unless that type of leadership is
necessary.
Here’s a little biographical background on Kelly: she has a Ph.D. in Adult Education w/concentration in
Organizational Leadership from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, an M.A. in Public Policy and
Administration-Health Service Administration from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and a B.S.
Therapeutic Recreation from the University of Wisconsin, La Crosse:
Dr. Ottman focuses on organizational behavior, management, leadership, continuous
improvement, and team dynamics. A specific area of interest is virtual teams, which she
incorporates into the hybrid courses she teaches. She is a certified administrator of the MBTI,
which she uses to aid in leadership and team development. Her Scholarship for Teaching and
Learning research addresses understanding participation and learning in traditional and online
learning environments, the use of teams in large lectures, and online similarities and difference
between US and Chinese executive learners. She frequently presents her research at regional,
nation and international conferences. Currently, Dr. Ottman teaches full time graduate courses
and conducts leadership seminars. Prior to joining MSOE, she taught for eight years at the
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (UWM) in the traditional undergraduate and graduate
programs, and the Executive USA and China MBA degree programs, and she conducted
leadership programs for industry leaders from around the world. In 2005, she was awarded the
Outstanding Teaching Award for Academic Staff for the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Dr. Ottman also provides independent consultation to local, national and international executive
leaders, leadership teams, and management groups from an array of industries and professions.
She has conducted onsite consultation and education to Asia-Pacific leadership teams. Dr.
Ottman has 13 years of experience in health care as a manager, an administrator, and a vice
president. Within the field of health care, she served on various local, state, and national
professional boards, including serving as President of the Milwaukee area Association of Health
Care Executives and as a Board of Examiners for the Wisconsin Forward Award. Among her
volunteer activities, she currently she serves as President of the ALP (Accelerated Learning
Programs), as a quality consultant for Oshkosh Public Schools and is on the Advisory Board for
the VNA of Wisconsin.16
Kelly’s role as a Servant-Leader at MSOE has been showcased during the last two years in her role as
professor of MG8042a, Cultural Immersion (with focus on “Doing Business in China”). The course is
designed to enable “…students to engage in either a company-sponsored project related to export, or a
cultural immersion experience that requires at least two weeks travel to a location outside of the United
States. With guidance from a faculty advisor, students are expected to integrate and apply the

16

http://www.msoe.edu/alumni/events_and_news/reunion/carolyn_ottman.shtml
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knowledge and skills mastered in the MSXM program.17” Kelly worked very hard to enable students in
the Masters of Science in Engineering Management (MSEM) program to take the course with an
integrated trip to China. Kelly sees a great need for understanding business practices in China since it is
having huge impact on today’s global economy.
Kelly designed the course in two parts:
1. The first part takes place at MSOE and covers the theory of doing business in China—this part of
the class involves field trips to Brady Corporation, GE, and Mercury Marine.
2. The second part of the class is a trip to China. The entire class is based on a partnership model:
companies provide the class with executives as guest-speakers; for example, Michael Barber
from GE will talk about tiered market strategy.
Most, but not all, of the students participate in the trip to China. Whether they do or not, they still strive
as a community of learners to enact the following goals:
- Cultivate a frame of mind for international servant leadership
o Promote servant leadership through a service project in China
o be able to give to China while developing as a leader
- Provide the MSOE students a way to interact with locals in a more rural area to promote a
greater understanding of China outside of the urban areas.
o Serve in Hu County, China (90 minutes out of Xian, China)
o Average income in this area is less than $5 per day
- Enhance corporate partnerships with MSOE through servant leadership
o Align with Brady Corporation’s mission
o Provide a meaningful service project that promotes the Hope School through education
Servant-Leadership is integrated through the focus on the project. Representatives from Brady
Corporation (http://www.bradycorp.com) talk to the students about Servant-Leadership as part of their
corporate value system.
Al Klotsche, a Senior Vice President for Human Resources, started a school in China as part of the first
Servant-Leadership project Brady conducted on a corporate level. The class visited the school as a way
of making contact with typical Chinese citizens—as a result, the students offer the students at the school
English lessons, provide books/supplies for the school, home-visits for some of the top students in the
school (Americans taking interest in their child’s education, as a way of encouraging the parents to keep
their children in school rather than working in the fields), and so on.
Brady Corporation helps fund the school but does not run the school—the school is managed by the
Chinese government. By having MSEM students visit the school, it helps Brady Corporation receive
information as to whether or not their values are being enacted at the school. The class also has the
opportunity to give a financial award to two teachers who exemplify their commitment to student
development.
It is my opinion that Kelly acts as a true Servant-Leader by enabling her students to :
17

be exposed to the Servant-Leadership model at Brady Corporation
see how Brady is having an Servant-Leadership impact in rural

http://resources.msoe.edu/cdb/course.php?course=MG-8042
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-

exercise the tenants of Servant-Leadership in China,

What is most impressive is that Kelly does the necessary due-diligence to ensure that the student
traveling on the trip are learning in a safe environment. This requires a great deal of documentation and
communication between the administration of MSOE and Brady Corporation.
Of course, I didn’t go on the trip, so I wasn’t able to see Kelly’s impact on her students first-hand. But I
did ask one of her students, Caleb Black, to share part of his journal with me, as a way of better
understanding how Kelly’s work to coordinate this class had a lasting impact on his MSEM experience:
June 7th 2010, nine MSOE students and a professor visited a small village outside of Xi’an China
to volunteer their time and to donate school supplies to the Brady Hope School. Brady
Corporation started the school in 2009 with hopes that rural Chinese needing educational
support would have a place to learn. The impoverished families in that region did not have
access to organized education before Brady made the donation. The school brings great
opportunity for many impoverished children to improve their living situation.
The MSOE graduate students lead by Dr. Ottman, served the Brady Hope School by delivering
educational supplies such as books and posters for the students to learn English. The MSOE
graduate team taught English to the children as well as taught them schoolhouse games that
encourage the students to improve verbal English proficiency. The Servant Leadership
department at MSOE donated several supplies that will allow teachers at the Hope School to
improve the learning opportunities of the students. Children’s books were recorded as audiobooks by the graduate students, and then played over solar powered speakers so the children
can follow along as the books are read to them. In this way, the graduate students will have a
positive and long lasting impact on the children’s ability to learn.
I was very fortunate to participate as both a graduate student and as an employee of MSOE. I
not only witnessed the strength
and loving character of our
amazing graduate students, but I
also enjoyed Dr Ottman’s
wholehearted support. She was
a great leader to our team and
the Hope School project really
encourages us all to help out and
serve when we can. Hopefully
the Servant Leadership
department can support future
donations made to the Brady
Hope School, and MSOE
graduate students will continue
to learn the importance of
Figure 31: Caleb Black and a classmate record Dr. Seuss books--so
students at Hope School can listen to the recording as they read.
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serving those in need.
Kelly plans to continue to take students to China and to Brady Hope School—as a way of sustaining the
relationship MSOE has with the people in this rural community.
Kelly’s work has also had an impact on other facets of MSOE. Specifically, Kelly’s efforts to generate the
necessary documentation for travel abroad is being leveraged by our other overseas initiatives:
- Health Insurance
- Statement of Conduct
- Emergency Contact information
- Repatriation/evacuation insurance
- Specific list of expectations
- Information about area being travelled to
- And so on.
By recreating the process Kelly created for her MSEM students, other MSOE students who are involved
in overseas initiatives will be better protected while engaging in these international opportunities.
Kelly also plans on attending and presenting at the first International Conference on Exploring
Leadership and Learning Theories in Asia (http://www.ellta.org/). She is working with leaders at Brady
Corporation on the value of Servant-Leadership in Asian team development. They have written a 7000
word paper that centers on Servant-Leadership and will present the paper at the conference. The office
of Servant-Leadership is assisting Kelly in this initiative by paying for her travel expenses.
In short, Kelly is a leader that enables students to work with industry leaders who practice ServantLeadership. Her hard work in creating opportunities like the trip to China serves as an example of how
she is leading MSOE in new, relevant directions.

Figure 32: Brady Hope School in China.
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Appendix A: Ethnographic Study
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Implementation of
Servant-Leadership
[A Qualitative Research on the Implementation of
Servant-Leadership at Milwaukee School Of
Engineering]
Matthew Stachelski
7/19/2010
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Abstract
With Institutional Review Board approval, Dr. David Howell and Matthew Stachelski for the Milwaukee
School of Engineering underwent an investigation to answer the question: How is Servant-Leadership
implemented at Milwaukee School of Engineering? Parallel to answering the primary question, Dr.
Howell intended the research to be a learning experience for Matthew Stachelski to enable him to have
a firsthand opportunity to learn the methodology and protocols for conducting primary research for
credit towards the TC 499 Technical Communication Internship. Within the study, Dr. Howell and Mr.
Stachelski intended to conduct a literature review, a survey, field observations, and interviews with the
utmost importance placed on the safety and anonymity of the participants. Contained within this report
are the literature review, data analysis, and sample questions from the survey (Appendix A) and
interviews (Appendix B), as well as a sample consent form (Appendix C).
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Literature Review
Servant-Leadership Education
Informed research on the implementation of servant-leadership in the educational environment
requires a grasp of Robert Greenleaf’s views of how students are educated about leadership in the
academic realm. The provision of experiences for students to place servitude ahead of a desire for
leadership is central to educating students on the principles of servant-leadership, and student
experiences both inside and outside the classroom provide opportunities for students to gain such an
understanding. Greenleaf believed that the primary objective of the academic institution should be to,
“adequately prepare students to serve and be served by the community and grow with their
opportunities” (Greenleaf, 1996). It was that process, he believed, which would be observed through
educating students on and providing experiences to practice Servant-Leadership. To understand
Greenleaf’s perspective of leadership education, an examination of the goals he envisioned for student’s
pursuing a post-secondary education, as well as the desired methods for implementing ServantLeadership education in an academic setting is necessary. In addition to understanding Greenleaf’s
vision for education on Servant-Leadership it is necessary to understand the methodology and
established outcomes of the institution endeavoring to educate students on the principals of ServantLeadership. As the institution that is the focal point of this qualitative research, an understanding of
Milwaukee School of Engineering’s approach toward Servant-Leadership is critical.
Principles and Objectives
As stated above, Greenleaf believed the primary objective of the academic institution should be to,
“adequately prepare students to serve and be served by the community and grow with their
opportunities” (Greenleaf, 1996). That process would be realized through experiences emphasizing the
principals and practice of Servant-Leadership. The stated objective was meant to serve more specifically
as a guideline for the conceptual leadership of an academic institution, as opposed to the “day-to-day”
administration. Greenleaf went to length to make clear the distinction between what he considered
conceptual leadership and “conceptualizers,” and operational leadership and “operators.” In the essay
“The Institution as Servant” Greenleaf wrote:
Conceptual talent sees the whole in the perspective of history-past and future. It states and
adjusts goals, analyzes and evaluates operating performance, and foresees contingencies a long
way ahead. Long-range strategic planning is embraced here, as is setting standards and relating
all the parts to the whole. Leadership, in the sense of going out ahead to show the way, is more
conceptual than operating. Conceptual, as used here, is not synonymous with intellectual or
theoretical (Greenleaf, 2002).
The conceptualizers focus on “big picture”, long-term planning and “what ought to be done.” These
individuals are described as, “primarily concerned with what ‘ought to be done’-when, how, at what
cost, in what priority, and how well. In contrast he described operators as, “concerned primarily with
‘getting it done” (Greenleaf, 202). While these two toward institutional leadership are defined with
specific distinctions, they are not without shared characteristics. Greenleaf believed that the presence
of both roles is a necessity within large institutions such as businesses and universities; however a
balance between the two roles is essential. Both conceptualizers and operators need to understand the
importance of, respect, and depend on each role and neither can be allowed to dominate the other.
The primary principle Greenleaf believed the serving academic institution should bestow on its students
is that they should conduct themselves as “servant first”. The Servant-Leader places the desire to serve
ahead of aspirations to lead in order to assist others in meeting their “highest priority needs”
(Greenleaf, 1996). By placing service ahead of a desire to lead students are challenged to continuously
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grow as Servant-Leaders by applying and reflecting on Greenleaf’s proposed measures of the results of
their efforts. Greenleaf summarized his test of Servant-Leadership into four questions in his essay “The
Servant as Leader.” Greenleaf wrote, “The best test, and difficult to administer, is this: Do those served
grow as persons? Do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more
likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society? Will
they benefit or at least not be further deprived?” (Greenleaf, 1996).
Greenleaf’s objective for the educational environment of helping students become Servant-Leaders and
grow with their opportunities seems to have been stated broadly enough in order to allow academic
institutions to state a similar objective in operational terms that would fit the desired outcomes of the
institution. Such is the case at Milwaukee School Of Engineering where the Suzanne and Richard Pieper
Family Foundation, Ltd. created an endowment to implement Servant-Leadership in the university and
surrounding community. The primary objectives of Servant-Leadership for students at MSOE are stated
specifically as they apply to the students within the institution:
[A]ssisting students in vocational and professional development that takes into account careful
balance and the integration of the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual dimensions of their
lives; establish within our students a respectful and cooperative relationship with others;
helping our students connect their intellectual, spiritual, and leadership capacities for service to
the world around them”(Servant-Leadership, 2010).
This statement of the institutions goal for students in operational terms is in tune with Greenleaf’s
advice to academic institutions who wish to initiate a Servant-Leadership effort. While such a goal may
be suitable for the institution in general beyond the schools Servant-Leadership organization, this goal is
intended to apply specifically to students participating in Servant-Leadership activities because it is the
Servant-Leadership organization that is likely most fit to help students attain it.
Former Pieper Family Endowed Chair for Servant-Leadership Dr. Samuel Scheibler defined the
established outcomes of Servant-Leadership at Milwaukee School of Engineering. Dr Schreiber’s
statement of the desired outcomes includes definitions of leadership, the Servant-Leaders purpose, as
well as a desired approach for implementing Servant-Leadership. His purpose in defining these
constructs at MSOE was to provide a means of measuring the progress of Servant-Leadership at the
university. Dr. Scheibler’s proposed measure of an individual’s development as a Servant-Leader was
included in his definition of Servant-Leadership:
“We believe that Servant-Leadership means leadership whose primary purpose is to serve
others by investing in their development and well-being while jointly accomplishing tasks and
goals that facilitate the common good. Therefore, we believe that leadership begins from within
the individual person. It is character in action. Servant-Leaders have a fundamental commitment
to serving others with integrity and humility while encouraging excellence and growth in those
whom they lead. They are leaders of vision that pursue their vision from a foundation of
humility, empathy, compassion, and the highest standards of ethical behavior” (Howell, 2010).
It may be construed from this definition that a student’s development as a Servant-Leader may be
assessed by their commitment to serving others in a highly ethical manner. His desired focus on the,
“development and well- being,” and, “excellence and growth,” of others are akin to Robert Greenleaf’s
desire for the Servant-Leaders focus on serving others’ “highest priority needs.”
Implementation
Having made the distinction between conceptualizers and operators, Greenleaf himself described
Servant-Leadership from both positions. From the role of a conceptualizer, Greenleaf identified the
principles and objectives that served as the foundation of Servant-Leadership, while as an operator he
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described how a Servant-Leadership effort may be structured and implemented in an academic
institution. His vision for the implementation of Servant-leadership in the educational environment
described the setting of goals and established outcomes, the leadership within the institution necessary
to the Servant-Leadership organization’s success, and the structure of programs and requirements of
the students.
Once the institution has arrived at the decision to implement a Servant-Leadership effort or program,
they must first state the group’s primary goal in operational terms. However, Greenleaf suggested that
the goal not replace the current primary goal of the institution because the institution and program may
not be able to deliver on that promise. Rather, the goal should be stated in operational terms as it
applies to a small group of students and faculty who are intrigued by the effort. The parable “Teacher as
Servant” portrays how Greenleaf envisioned a Servant-Leadership organization in a university would
take shape. The recruiting notice for the group in the novel provides an example of how the ServantLeadership organization’s goals may be stated:
“Members of the House are urged to participate fully in the University community in a way that
(1) they will enjoy the participation and (2) so that they will experience the University as a reallife situation in which they learn the skills of dealing with institutions and helping to make them
effective serving institutions. Residents of Jefferson House view this university as offering the
opportunity to prepare for the next chapter of their experience in working with and within
institutions-any sort of institution. Serve and be served by is our motto” (Greenleaf, 2002).
Students would work toward such a goal through opportunities to counsel and be counseled by their
peers and faculty adviser on how to best be served by the college’s resources in order to learn how to
relate to other institutions so that their own needs will be optimally served. Students would also
organize and carry out activities to provide service to others so that their service may be of benefit to
others and also learn how to serve and differentiate between good and poor service as preparation for
their future careers.
To organize efforts and facilitate student growth through Servant-Leadership at least one dedicated
faculty member is required. Interest and participation both on behalf of students and faculty is likely to
be limited, however a faculty member who meets the following characteristics is necessary for the
efforts development:
- Commitment to helping students achieve the goals and desired outcomes of the program while
continuing their own scholarship.
- Preparation through thorough understanding of two basic needs of their role: tolerance for
ambiguity, and faith in their ability to seek and find answers to questions that arise through the
practice of Servant-Leadership.
- Readiness to address and tolerance for any bureaucratic tendencies of the institution in decision
making, to keep colleagues informed of the goals, desired outcomes, and activities of the
program, and at minimum a level of persuasiveness to keep colleagues acquiescent to the goals
of the program (Greenleaf,1996).
The faculty member who meets the above criteria will act as a guide or facilitator rather than a
supervisor or “report to” for participating students. Their role may take on characteristics of both a
conceptualizer and operator; facilitating the service work and learning opportunities while emphasizing
the conceptual basis and “higher” purpose of the students’ work. Greenleaf modeled his ideal of such a
faculty member in the character of Professor Joseph D. Billings in “Teacher as Servant”. Although he
was a physics professor, it was not Billings’ academic interests that led him to the role of Housemaster
of Jefferson House, but rather his commitment to the work that took place there. Upon meeting the
protagonist of the novel Billings said, “There are three priorities in my life: my family, my teaching, and
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Jefferson House. While the House is third, I invest much of myself in it because part of me needs the
nourishment I find only in this house. In my teaching I try to serve only students who are interested in
physics. In Jefferson House I try to serve students who are interested in serving-particularly in servantleadership” (Greenleaf, 2002). Genuine interest in, and commitment to the principles and desired
outcomes of Servant-Leadership above professional advancement is required of faculty members in
Servant-Leadership organizations.
Greenleaf believed that strong Servant-Leaders were best developed outside of the curriculum without
the incentive of grades or credits (Greenleaf, 1996). Fellowship in a non-credit organization led by a
dedicated faculty member would ensure students are committed to the principles and objectives of the
Servant-Leadership program as opposed to a means through which to obtain academic advancement.
Such a non-credit organization would require a time commitment similar to that of an extracurricular
sport. While academic success must be a student’s first priority, the Servant-Leadership organization
should be their second, followed by their social lives and other extracurricular activities (Greenleaf,
1996). Greenleaf also described the student commitment through Professor Billings in “Teacher as
Servant” when he said, “We want only those that will work hard, without incentive of grades and
credits, to build the confidence to be effective in serving, especially within the structures of our present
institutions” (Greenleaf, 2002).
The Servant-Leadership efforts at Milwaukee School of Engineering are largely facilitated by The Pieper
Family Endowed Chair for Servant-Leadership, who serves as the dedicated faculty member described
by Robert Greenleaf. The Pieper Endowed Chair helps students organize groups that take many
different forms beyond a small group of students focusing on growing as Servant-Leaders. Many diverse
student groups exemplify Servant-Leadership through activities that serve others within and beyond the
MSOE campus. On campus activities include the MSOE Campus & Community Fair and the collection of
school supplies and winter clothing for area children. Activities that reach beyond the campus include
the Milwaukee River Cleanup and participation in remodeling homes with the Layton Boulevard
Association, to distant countries such as Guatemala and Kenya with Engineers Without Borders. Many
of these volunteer based activities do not extend academic credit to students for participation, but
provide opportunities to develop interpersonal and professional skills as well as Servant-Leadership
skills. MSOE also offers academic courses that integrate Servant-Leadership principles into their
curriculum, including Project Management, Social Problems, and Leading Project Teams. While these
and other previously existing courses have worked Servant-Leadership into their curriculum, only one
credit course has been dedicated solely to educating students about Servant-Leadership and other
leadership theories; Applied Servant Leadership.
Conclusion
The examination of Robert Greenleaf’s and the MSOE concepts of Servant-Leadership will provide
insight into Servant-Leadership principles, objectives, and methodologies necessary to drawing informed
conclusions from the data gathered throughout the course of the research. Observing the data in light
of the principles and objectives that serve as the basis of the activities students participate in will allow
the researcher to make distinctions necessary to answering the guiding question, “How is ServantLeadership implemented at Milwaukee School of Engineering?” as well as the following related
subquestions: “What guiding principles, values, or ideals make MSOE Servant-Leadership unique from
other forms of service learning or volunteerism? What percentage of students engage in acts of
Servant-Leadership? Of Service? Of volunteerism? How is Servant-Leadership and its efforts
structured? How is the student Servant-Leadership experience evaluated/assessed?” It may be
concluded from this review that the necessary infrastructure for providing experiences for students to
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grow as Servant-Leaders is in place at Milwaukee School of Engineering, however the conclusions over
the effectiveness of the infrastructure in instilling the principles of Servant-Leadership will lie in the
interpretation of the gathered data.
Analysis
Qualitative research on the implementation of Servant-Leadership at MSOE was conducted over the
course of the 2010 spring academic quarter to answer the guiding research question, “How is ServantLeadership implemented at MSOE?” Data was collected using surveys, field observations, and student
interviews conducted by the Assistant Qualitative Researcher and facilitated by the Lead Investigator.
Of utmost importance was the safety and anonymity of participants. Participants gave consent for
participation by signing a consent form for the field observations and interviews, and survey
respondents gave consent by participating in the survey. Second to protecting the safety and anonymity
of participants was the focus on objectivity during data collection as well as the focused collection of
data points relevant to answering the guiding research question and related sub-questions. After
collection, the data was organized and reviewed in order to find recurring themes or discernable
patterns that would give the Assistant Qualitative Researcher the insight necessary to determining if the
data provided answers to the research question, as well as any other conclusions that may be reached
through interpreting the data.
Survey
A ten-question survey was distributed electronically via the institution’s email service. Of the ten
questions; six were multiple choice or “Yes or No”, while four prompted respondents to provide
qualitative answers (Appendix A). A total of 66 students responded. Of the 66 respondents, the
greatest percentage was made up of seniors at 32.3% (21), followed closely by juniors and sophomores
with 27.7% (18) and 24.6% (16) respectively. Freshman and students with an “Other” academic standing
made up the remaining 11 respondents with 9 freshmen and one “Other” and one respondent skipping
the question. While the first question simply asked respondents about their academic standing, it is
possible the majority of respondents were upperclassmen (Juniors and Seniors) because of a greater
level of awareness of Servant-Leadership and student organizations within that demographic, however
further research is required to substantiate such a conclusion.
Figure 33: Survey Data-Respondent Academic Standing
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Fifty two of the sixty six survey respondents indicated involvement in student groups or organizations.
Four students indicated fraternity or sorority membership and/or intramural or intercollegiate athletics,
39 students were involved in one or more student-life or interest group organization, and six were
involved in an academics based student group (tutoring, honor societies, etc.). Among the groups
identified, 5 students indicated involvement with groups currently involved in Servant-Leadership
activities. Participation in most of the student organizations and groups indicated are not academic
requirements. Robert Greenleaf believed participation in a non-credit program or activity that (1) they
will enjoy the participation and (2) so that they will experience the University as a real-life situation in
which they learn the skills of dealing with institutions and helping to make them effective serving
institutions is part of the ideal implementation of Servant-Leadership in the educational environment
(Greenleaf, 2002, p.16). Through participation in student groups identity, sharing of common goals and
interests, and individual growth is sought. Encouraging participation in Servant-Leadership activities by
student groups may facilitate student education on Servant-Leadership, and perhaps integrating a
Servant-Leadership focused student group into student life to collaborate with other student groups
may further that effort. While MSOE Servant-Leadership solicits and encourages the involvement in
activities from student groups and organizations, the data provided through this question raises the
question of whether or not students involved in Servant-Leadership considers themselves members of a
Servant-Leadership organization, or members of a student organization engaging in Servant-Leadership
activities.
Question 2 asked students to indicate their major program of study.18 Architectural Engineering
students made up the majority with 22.7% (15), with Mechanical Engineering students following with
18.2% (12). Students whose major fell under the categories of “Other” , Computer Engineering, and
Electrical Engineering made up the third largest margins at 10.6% (7) each, with students indicating
“Other” participating in business related programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Software
engineering students made up 7.6% (5) of the respondents. Nursing, Biomedical Engineering, and
Construction Management students each represented 6.1% (4) of respondents. Industrial Engineering
and Technical Communication students made up 3% (2) respondents each. A student’s academic focus
is one of many influences on the student’s choice of involvement in a particular student group or
groups, however, the survey data collected provides little evidence of a correlation between a particular
academic focus and participation in a specific student life based group or groups. There did appear to
be a positive correlation between majoring in Architectural Engineering and membership in the
American Society of Civil Engineers with four of the fifteen AE major respondents indicating
membership. The higher response rate of students pursuing engineering degrees may indicate greater
appeal of Servant-Leadership activities toward, or informative resources being more accessible to that
student demographic. A qualitative assessment of the available opportunities as well as the rate of
contact with informative sources such as courses or seminars will be necessary to both further explain
the data’s bias toward engineering students, as well as reveal methods to improve the response rate of
students from other majors.

18

Students were allowed to select more than one major if applicable, or indicate their major in a text box.
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Figure 34: Survey Data-Student Programs of Study

The fourth question asked students if they were familiar with the concept of Servant-Leadership. 71%
(47) of respondents answered “Yes,” while 29% (19) answered “No.” Question 5 followed up on
question 4 asking students how they found out about Servant-Leadership. 47 students responded, with
12 answering that they had been informed by a faculty member, 17 through seminars or coursework (3
of the 17 indicated previous institutions), 12 referred to email, MSOE webpages, or literature around
campus, and 5 sited other various sources such as fellow students, personal curiosity, or work outside of
university. Of the answers provided by students, only two referred to participation in student
organizations as an informative source. With a majority of the respondents being familiar with the
concept of Servant-Leadership, it may be concluded that the sources indicated are effective in conveying
Servant-Leadership concepts or activity opportunities to students. This point may also support the need
for greater emphasis of Servant-Leadership concepts and education in student groups or organizations
which will allow for both education and opportunities to practice Servant-Leadership.

Are you familiar with the concept
of Servant-Leadership?

Yes
No

Figure 35: 71% of respondents answered "yes", while 29% answered "no".
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Despite the majority of the respondents having some knowledge of Servant-Leadership concepts, 48
(73%) students did not participate in Servant-Leadership activities during the 2009-2010 school year,
while 18 (27%) had participated (figure 3). Additionally, 27 (41%) of the respondents engaged in other
volunteer opportunities over the 2009-2010 school year, and 39 (59%) had not (figure 4). These data
points might seem to contradict the effectiveness of the sources educating students on the concepts of
Servant-Leadership and informing them of activities, however participation in Servant-Leadership
activities and other forms of volunteerism may not be an accurate or reliable measure of ServantLeadership education effectiveness. A great number of factors are likely to influence participation rates
such as lack of availability because of course workload, work schedule, times or locations of activities
and events, perceived self efficacy, etc. The potential for other factors influencing participation are
hinted to in the data for question 10.

Did you participate in a ServantLeadership activity during the
2009-10 school year?
Yes
No

Figure 36: 27% of the respondents answered "yes", while 73% responded "no".

Did you participate in other
volunteer opportunities?

Yes
No

Figure 37: 41% of the respondents answered "yes", while 59% responded "no".
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Question 10 asked students if they will continue to participate in Servant-Leadership opportunities,
giving them a “Yes or no” option, as well as a text box if neither answer applies. 38.4% (25) said “Yes,”
17% (11) said “No,” and 24 provided a text box response. Of the 24 respondents that provided other
answers, 12 indicated plans to participate in the future, 12 more indicated undecided or negative
answers. Of the 12 students indicating intent to participate in the future, four cited future availability as
an influencing factor. An examination of factors influencing Servant-Leadership activity participation
rates goes beyond the scope of the questions asked of students in the survey and interviews, and would
be more effectively assessed in further studies.
Field Observations and Student Interviews
Three field observations were conducted, and one student from each observation group was selected
for an interview. The Assistant Qualitative Researcher coordinated with the Lead Investigator to
observe student and participant behavior during Servant-Leadership activities involving MSOE students
and participants from outside the university.19 Three separate activities were observed: a group of
students providing on-going tutoring for students from an area high school, a planning meeting for
students organizing a student group at MSOE for a charitable organization, and a group of students
building a garden in a vacant lot located in an economically disadvantaged area community. During the
course of the observations, the Assistant Qualitative researcher aimed at identifying behavior patterns
that hinted at participant motives, goals for participation, group structure and leadership, and
communication style.
A diverse group of students was organized to providing on-going tutoring for students from an area high
school. The group’s goal was to help the students succeed academically because of the schools low
overall grade point average and failure or dropout rates. Servant-Leadership participants met with the
students on a weekly basis to provide tutoring in subjects where the students were struggling or wished
to improve, with both tutor and student participation on a voluntary basis. While the high school
students participated in the program on their own volition, students sometimes would not bring
homework, and would instead be provided newspaper articles which they were to read and write a
short analysis and position essay about.
The tutoring was primarily one-on-one; however there were two groups with two tutors for one
student. A student in one of the groups with two tutors appeared to refuse to work on both
assignments and a newspaper article. The tutors with the student tried to convince the student to work
on assignments, however a university faculty member intervened and advised the tutors to join another
group or work on assignments of their own. The levels of tutor engagement with the students varied;
two tutors seemed preoccupied with work of their own, or were otherwise unengaged, while the
majority (11) of the other tutors provided guidance with homework, or engaged in seemingly casual
conversation. How focused both tutors and students were on the completion of assignments appeared
to depend on the students need for guidance on their work, as well as personality or general degree of
attentiveness.
Among the MSOE student tutors, one was selected to participate in an interview. To protect the
anonymity of the student he is referred to here as Interviewee-N. Interviewee-N is a freshman
engineering student involved in the high school student tutoring group as well as another extracurricular
student group on campus. He was asked a series of questions related to his Servant-Leadership
19

“Outside participants included both those who are served, as well as organizers and participants from other
organizations collaborating with MSOE students on an activity.
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experiences (Appendix B), which aimed to expand on the data that would be gathered through the
survey. Through the course of the approximately twenty minute interview, Interviewee-N provided
further insight into his experiences tutoring one of the high school students, as well as his overall
knowledge of and experience of Servant-Leadership. When asked what motivated him to become
involved in Servant-Leadership, Interviewee-N discussed the requirement of community service hours as
part of admission to an extracurricular student group. During the course of meeting the requirements
for the group, Interviewee-N found the experiences had intrinsic value and were quite rewarding, and
continued involvement beyond the requirements for the group. About the student he tutored,
Interviewee-N said, “I’ve been working with (Student) almost every week. We sometimes talk about
school, but sometimes talk about his life outside of school. If he loses his job he can’t go to school as
much, so I would talk with him, listen, and provide input. We are supporting them because the program
is to motivate them to go to class and participate” (Interviewee-N, 2010). In order to assess the needs
of and provide the support the student needed on topics both in and outside of the classroom,
Interviewee-N relied on his communication skills. He also utilized math and social science skills and
knowledge for tutoring his student.
Robert Greenleaf’s emphasis on establishing and meeting the highest priority needs of those who are
served is a crucial aspect of Servant-Leadership. Servant-Leaders, in this case the tutors for the high
school students, need also have tolerance for ambiguity and certainty in their ability to find the answer
to the question of what the highest priority needs of those being served are. An outside observer might
conclude that the highest priority need of the high school students is to improve their test scores,
course grades, and grade point averages; certainly an immediately necessary result given their current
situation. However, after considering the details of the tutor-student interaction it may be concluded
that the highest priority needs of each student may go beyond the immediate needs or demands that
brings forward their need for to be served by Servant-Leaders. In the case of Interviewee-N and the
student he tutored, the highest priority needs he set out to serve included having a dependable and
responsible mentor to provide advice and attentive listening to the details surrounding the student’s
academic difficulties. Once the tutor established the student’s needs through more detailed discussion,
the tutor was able to provide consistent, personalized service to those needs.
A second field observation of a Servant-Leadership activity planning meeting was conducted to observe
Servant-Leader behavior in the preliminary stages of a Servant-Leadership activity outside of the
presence of those who are served. Present at the meeting were four student Servant-Leaders, and two
MSOE staff members. One of staff members was acting as a faculty guide for the students, while the
other was a staff member whose role was to facilitate student-life activities. The staff members present
primarily provided information about the charitable organization the students were trying to organize a
student group at the University for, as well as ask questions of the students that would assist them in
planning. The focus of the discussion and decision making was left to the student participants.
The group decided to focus primarily on elementary education as this was an area of emphasis for the
organization. At one point during the discussion, the student-life group staff member clarified that he
does not want to “steer” the group or function as the group’s leader; he emphasized the need for the
students and the staff members to share the Servant-Leadership paradigm. While the emphasis of the
study is placed on student participation in the implementation of Servant-Leadership at the institution,
this point emphasizes the need for student mentoring from all levels. Within the planning meeting
group itself there were examples of students willing to serve as leaders of both the conversation and the
group’s organization. Of the four students, two provided more feedback and volunteered more ideas
than the other students who seemed to be taking a passive role in the conversation, sitting back
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listening and processing what was discussed. Such examples provide leadership to the students, which
they may then adopt themselves and model to those they serve. Both servant-first and leader roles are
essential to the Servant-Leadership paradigm, with some focusing on or feeling more comfortable in
either role.
From the planning meeting field observation group a second student interview subject was selected.
The interviewee, referred to here as Interviewee-M, was asked the same interview questions as in the
other student interviews (Appendix B). Similar to Interviewee-N, Interviewee-M emphasized the
importance of communication skills in Servant-Leadership activities. He felt this was an important
attribute when working in teams. That skill was also crucial to, “defining the goal of those who were
helped, analyzing whether or not their goals could be meat and then notifying those who needed the
help of the degree of help that they could expect to receive” (Interviewee-M, 2010) When asked to
define Servant-Leadership, Interviewee-M defined Servant-Leadership as, “the act of someone giving
their time doing service and after being acclimated to their service, they become leaders in recruiting
other to donate their time for that service” (Interviewee-M, 2010). Interviewee-M’s comment shows an
awareness of the natural transition from servant to leader; both crucial elements of the ServantLeadership paradigm. It is through service to others as servant that the Servant-Leader naturally decides
to lead others in order to facilitate the growth of others as servant and meeting the highest priority
needs of those who are served.
The third field observation was conducted during a Servant-Leadership activity where a group of
students building a garden in a vacant lot located in a disadvantaged area community. The students
acted along with the participation of a local neighborhood outreach organization working to clean-up
and revitalize a community afflicted by a number of social ills. While the neighborhood outreach group
provided most of the materials and supplies for the build, the leadership of the build was left primarily
to the Servant-Leaders. Within the group of students there was evidence of both those who were
functioning primarily in a servant role and students who acted as leaders within the group. The students
acting as servants looked to other students and organizers for guidance and direction; the assignment of
tasks such as clearing the lot of debris, cutting felt planter bed liners, and spreading dirt in the beds after
they had been built. The students leading the activity headed cutting the wood for the beds and
instructing others on how to lay out the materials, as well as provide any other direction. Some of the
students who were looking for direction appeared either less motivated than the other participants, or
were unsure of how to perform the tasks necessary to complete the planters. Regardless of the role or
actions taken by the students, both brought value to the group in that they functioned in roles
important to completing the build.
As in the previous field observations, a participant was selected to participate in a student interview.
The interviewee, referred to here as Interviewee-S, was asked the same interview questions as the other
interview participants. Interviewee-S is a fifth year senior completing an undergraduate degree as well
as continuing on to a graduate program at MSOE. She became involved in Servant-Leadership activities
as part of a class project; however her experience inspired her to continue participating in ServantLeadership activities after the courses conclusion. When asked about how she would define ServantLeadership and if the concepts of Servant-Leadership were emphasized during her experience,
Interviewee-S emphasized taking an active role in the community as well as identifying, “the largest
need that would benefit a poor or rural community” (Interviewee-S). Identifying and providing for the
highest priority need of those served was also a focus, similar to that found in the experiences of the
other interviewees. Interviewee-S also identified Servant-Leadership activities as, “a great opportunity
to apply your classroom experience,” and, “a way for students to design and build something real”
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(Interviewee-S, 2010). Robert Greenleaf believed that the primary objective of the institution should be
to, “adequately prepare students to serve and be served by the community and grow with their
opportunities” (Greenleaf, 189). It may be concluded that Interviewee-S’s experience was of the type of
preparation Greenleaf was referring to in that she was able to apply the skills she learned in the
classroom in a manner that benefited the people of a disadvantaged community, while at the same type
growing as a Servant-Leader as well as preparing her for her future career.
Conclusion
Elements of the Servant-Leadership paradigm are evident in Servant-Leadership activities at Milwaukee
School of Engineering. Throughout the planning meeting and garden build activity field observations
students showed inclinations to lead others as well as look to others for guidance or leadership when
working toward the accomplishment of a shared goal. Students interviewed emphasized the need to
establish highest priority needs in order to provide the greatest lasting benefit to those being served.
The behaviors evident in the field observations and interviews, as well as the data provided by the
survey show that MSOE is taking great steps toward instilling the values and principles of ServantLeadership into the student experience.
The collected data provides empirical evidence of the degree of effectiveness of current methodologies,
as well as possibilities for improvement and expansion. Bringing the principles of Servant-Leadership to
the consciousness of students engaging in Servant-Leadership activities is a facet of Servant-Leadership
education on which MSOE may improve. Additionally, a closer look at available activities and student
groups may be necessary to find ways in which to increase the participation rates of students of all
academic majors. While meeting the highest priority needs of those being served is the central focus of
Servant-Leadership activities, it is important that students carry with them the need to act as servant
first and discover answers to questions and needs that arise throughout and beyond the achievement of
the goals of the groups in which they serve.
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Appendix A
Servant-Leadership Student Survey (Email Request)

This survey is being conducted for research on the implementation of Servant-Leadership, and is
intended for current MSOE students and alumni. The survey is a series of 10 multiple-choice
questions with additional comments text boxes at the end of certain questions. It will only take 5
to 10 minutes of your time; your response is completely confidential and would be greatly
appreciated.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw at any time before you submit the survey.
Once you submit the online survey, your data will be included into the project’s data-pool. This
survey has been reviewed and approved by the MSOE Institutional Review Board.
Thank you very much for your participation in this survey. Please begin the survey by clicking
on the link below. Your completion of this survey serves as consent to participate in this study.
Servant-Leadership Student Survey

Please answer the ten questions below. For the multiple choice questions please select the letter
of the answer to the question. Several questions have text boxes in which you will enter your
answers. Thank you very much for your participation in this survey.
1. What is your current academic standing?
A. Freshman
B. Sophomore
C. Junior
D. Senior
2. What is your major program of study?
A. AE
E. CM
I. NU
B. BE
F. EE
J. SE
C. BM
G. IE
K. TC
D. CE
H. ME
3. Are you involved in any student groups or organizations?

4. Are you familiar with the concept of Servant-Leadership?
A. Yes
B. No
5. If you know about Servant-Leadership, how did you find out about it?

6. Have you participated in any Servant-Leadership activities during the 2009/10 academic
school year?
A. Yes
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B. No
7. If yes, what Servant-Leadership activity(s) were you involved in?

8. Have you engaged in any additional or alternative volunteer opportunities during the
2009/10 academic school year?
A. Yes
B. No
9. If yes, what activity(s) were you involved in?

10. Will you continue to participate in Servant-Leadership opportunities?
A. Yes
B. No
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Appendix B
Servant-Leadership Student Interview Questions

This interview is being conducted for research on the implementation of Servant-Leadership, and
you have been selected for this interview because of your participation in a Servant-Leadership
activity. The interview is a series of seven questions with and will only take about fifteen to
twenty minutes of your time; your responses are completely confidential and are be greatly
appreciated.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw at any time. The information you
provide will be included into the project’s data-pool. The interview questions have been
reviewed and approved by the MSOE Institutional Review Board.
Thank you very much for your participation.
1. How would you define Servant-Leadership?
2. Were the concepts of Servant-Leadership emphasized during your Servant-Leadership
experience?
3. What made you decide to become involved in Servant-Leadership?
4. What did you learn from your Servant-Leadership experience?
5. What personal and professional skills did you utilize in your service opportunity?
6. Did your Servant-Leadership experience better connect you to the MSOE community?
7. Did you evaluate your Servant-Leadership experience? If so, how?
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Appendix C
Consent Form

My name is Dr. David Howell, and I am the Chair for Servant-Leadership at Milwaukee School
of Engineering (www.msoe.edu). I am conducting a primary research project that focuses on
assessing how Servant-Leadership is implemented at Milwaukee School of Engineering. The
investigators will attempt to answer the following question: How is Servant-Leadership
implemented at Milwaukee School of Engineering?
Assisting me in my research is Technical Communication Undergraduate and Assistant
Qualitative Researcher Matthew Stachelski (stachelskim@msoe.edu).
We would like to ask you to participate as a subject in our study. Should you give your consent,
your participation would include the following activities:



Informal Interviews: you will be asked to participate in periodic informal interviews
during the course of the spring 2010 academic term.
Field Observations: If you are asked to participate further, you would be observed by an
investigator while you are participating in Servant-Leadership. We will be observing
interactions between you and other participants in a Servant-Leadership activity.

Should you be asked to participate in the rest of the study (and you agree to it), your participation
in the interviews will take about 1 hour. Field observations will last the duration of the ServantLeadership activity.
As a participant, you will remain anonymous, and all personal/demographic data will not be
evident as you will be referred to only by number. The investigators record data with typed
notes. Any informal interviews will be taped and transcribed; after the transcriptions are
completed, the audio tapes will be destroyed. Note that you will be assigned a unique acronym,
and the master list of acronyms and names will be kept under lock and key and will only be
available to myself thereafter. All the gathered data (observations and interviews) will identify
you only by your acronym.
Note that students must be 18 years or older to participate. If you are not 18 years of age, please
notify the investigator(s).
Your participation in the study is considered entirely voluntary, and you are free to withdraw at
any time without penalty. Once the study is completed, the investigators will be glad to give you
the results. Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have:
Dr. David Howell, Chair
Servant-Leadership
Milwaukee School of Engineering
1025 North Broadway
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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howell@msoe.edu
If you have any complaints about your treatment as a participant in this study, please call or
write:
Ann Bloor
Institutional Review Board
Applied Research and Grants
Milwaukee School of Engineering
1025 North Broadway
Milwaukee, WI 53202
414-277-7273
bloor@msoe.edu
All complaints will be maintained in confidence.
I have received an explanation of the study and agree to participate. I understand that my
participation in this study is strictly voluntary.
Name ____________________________

Date______________
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Appendix B

Midwest Service Leaders
Conference 2010
“From Charity to Change”
Workshop Sessions

Social Entrepreneurship
- Organized by Nicki Thompson, Sarah Roberts, Katie Hanson, Melissa May, and Jill Patrick
- Presented by Matt Barr and Tim Cigelske
- Marquette University
You've heard of TOMS shoes, but what other businesses are working towards social change? The aim of
this workshop is to discuss the merits of social entrepreneurship: what is it, how does it work, who does
it, and why do it? Matt Barr, a student leader who is starting a social entrepreneurship club at
Marquette, will provide an overview. Tim Cigelske, @TeecycleTim, the founder of Teecycle.org will give
discuss the details of both starting and being successful at running a social enterprise. The workshop will
conclude with an open discussion with Matt and Tim about incorporating principles of social
entrepreneurship in your campus activities.
Intercambio Language Exchange Program
- Rebecca Martinez, Cisneros Barbara Obregon, Anna Herrera, Georgina Leal and Vanesa Camacho
- DePaul University
The Intercambio Language Exchange program is a year-long opportunity for students learning Spanish to
experience a transformation in their world view and their understanding of Latino issues, power,
oppression, race, class and education, all while improving their Spanish Language skills. The program is
rooted in popular education, action and social justice. In this workshop we will explore the program
structure and approach and meet some of the program participants.
Domestic Alternative Spring Break Trips, a Sustainable Student-led Model
- Natalie Gemberling, Britney Borchardt and Molly Erikson
- Wartburg College
This session will present Wartburg’s student led model for organizing a successful service trip program.
It will give a brief overview of how the program has grown over the past 15 years from one trip of 13
participants to a nationally ranked program that involves more than 15% of the student body
(BreakAway, 2010). Presenters will discuss what factors have determined the current structure, policies
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and guidelines, and provide helpful suggestions for other institutions looking to start or enhance a
service trip program.
The Liberal Arts in Practice: A New Model
- Dan O'Brien, Sarah Chodorow, Jamie Norton, Stephanie Previc and Lauren Jones
- Beloit College
The Liberal Arts in Practice Center at Beloit College combines three unique forms of experiential learning
in one location. Career Services helps students to secure internships and jobs by building resumes,
performing mock interviews and networking with potential employers. Community Based Learning
offers experiential community partnerships that match students with local organizations pertinent to
their academic goals. The student-run Campus and Community Outreach Center helps students to locate
volunteer opportunities beyond campus within the city of Beloit. The goal of the Liberal Arts in Practice
Center is to encourage students to carry their knowledge beyond the classroom and to consider
community engagement as an important part of their education. During this panel, representatives
from each of these departments will discuss how Beloit College is actively engaging in this
commitment. They will present on the Duffy Community Partnerships program, a sociology course that
places students in one or two semester internships with local organizations in Rock and Winnebago
counties. This presentation will also emphasize the importance of sustainability in community-based
learning and how these partnerships can be made a priority for students. The presenters will invite
discourse on the challenges college students face as transient members of the community. They will
focus on their experiences in Beloit as well as abroad in India and China, and how participation beyond
campus has helped to establish a place in the community.
The City as Text: Service Learning in Milwaukee- and Beyond
- Michael Carriere
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
This workshop will allow participants the opportunity to re-conceptualize the ways they view both “the
city” and service-learning. The urban landscape – fertile ground for meaningful service-learning
experiences – is best viewed as a type of text. Using Milwaukee as a case study, this workshop will
provide the skills and points of entry to successfully “read” the city – and then to use that knowledge to
craft service-learning experiences that speak to students as well as the urban community.
Grant Writing Workshop
- Christine Flood
Christine Flood is a Grants Administrator for the Irvin Stern Foundation in Chicago,
Illinois, where she evaluates non-profit organizations and programs for possible funding opportunities.
Ms. Flood is also a professional grant writer who has successfully secured over $3 million dollars in
grants for various social service agencies including a literacy organization, shelters and programs for the
homeless, a youth center and an ESL program. She has also served for 4 years on the Board of Directors
for the Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness. Ms. Flood received her Bachelor’s Degree from Illinois
State University and her Master’s Degree from the University of Illinois in Champaign/Urbana.
Asset-Based Community Development
- Charlotte Phillips and Micaela Maynard
- DePaul University
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The Steans Center for Community-based Service Learning provides educational opportunities grounded
in Vincentian community values to DePaul students. The Center seeks to develop mutually beneficial,
reciprocal relationships with community organizations in order to develop a sense of social agency in
students through enrollment in CbSL courses, community internships and placements, and communitybased student employment. This workshop will examine the role of the ABCD or Asset Based
Community Development as a methodology for effective service learning. The first half will engage
participants in a thought provoking discussion around mobilizing communities already on the move and
the second half; participants will identify basic principles on activating social capital in communities with
marginalized voices.
Beyond the Classroom: Post-Graduate Service and Working Towards Justice
- Organized by Tyler Atkinson, Thomas Milroy, Josie Pierce and Alex Lombard
- Marquette University
This workshop looks to inform undergraduate students about possible post-graduate service
opportunities such as Amate House, AmeriCorps, City Year, and Peace Corps. Men and women who
have participated in various post-graduate service opportunities will share their experiences and answer
audience questions. In addition, there will be a specific focus on how these service opportunities have
affected their career paths, vocation, and the concepts of social justice.
The Implementation of Servant Leadership
- Dr. David Howell, Ryan Christie and Matthew Stachelski
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
In the Spring of 2010, the Chair for Servant-Leadership at Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE)
generated an ethnographic study to answer the question, “How is Servant-Leadership implemented at
MSOE?” The research project was driven by one of the university’s student servant-leaders, someone
who took what he learned from a course in Research Methodology and applied it for the benefit of
determining how Servant-Leadership takes shape at this Midwest private academic institution—thus
enabling the research project to act as its own Servant-Leadership initiative. Through surveys, field
observations, and interviews, the researchers were able to triangulate their data and draw conclusions
that can then be shared with those doing similar work at other academic institutions. Information will
also be generated on the methods with which Servant-Leadership projects are implemented.
Facilitating Critical Reflection of Service
- Colin Dillon, Warren Ragland, Jessica Jeruzal and Austin Dunn
- Marquette University
Critical reflection is an important aspect of any service experience, and especially necessary for service
learning experiences. Through a series of in-class and out-of-class, peer-led reflection sessions, the
Marquette Service Learning Program has created a reflection model that helps students to reflect on
tough topics such as vocation, personal values, stereotypes and prejudice, power and privilege, and
spirituality. This workshop will show conference participants how to lead their own reflection sessions
by providing facilitation techniques, model activities, and organizational ideas to conduct a reflection
session as student facilitators.
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Sustainable Philanthropy for Developing Communities
- Seth Pollen and Dan Venderzanden
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
The Engineers Without Borders (EWB) chapter at MSOE has been building sustainable infrastructure
projects in rural Guatemala for over 5 years. In this workshop, chapter representatives will present
insight learned both by EWB-MSOE and the national EWB-USA office on effecting suitable development
internationally. Workshop participants will have the opportunity to discuss ideas for aiding development
and to examine those ideas in terms of sustainability.
The Selfish Leader: Why Every Leader Needs to be Selfish
- Chris Jeske
- Marquette University
Marquette University senior Chris Jeske w eaves together d eep social analysis, anecd otes, and
personal exam ples using stories from his years of volunteering and leading, his experience as an
intern in corporate Am erica, and years of observ ation and research to red efine selfishness and
effectively present w hy selfishness and not selflessness is a key virtue of sustainable lead ership.
Participants w ill w alk aw ay w ith a new und erstand ing of sustainable and selfish lead ership as
w ell as w ith tools to start practicing these skills.
Healthcare Without Borders: Engineering and Nursing on a Global Scale
- Megan O’Connor and Christa Staudy
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
The purpose of Health Care Without Borders is to help underserved and underdeveloped areas of the
world by providing health care related materials and expertise. Moreover, the group aims to provide
members with opportunities to travel to developing countries and share their abilities in creating
healthier communities on a global scale. The group has traveled to El Salvador twice, and will be
traveling to Nicaragua in September. This presentation will discuss the history and origins of HWB, travel
trips and accomplishments, and directions for the future. After presenting O’Connor and Staudy will
invite the audience to participate in a discussion on the organization progress and plans.
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